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Something new is being added
to winter sports around Fulton,
and we hope it "clicks" with the
fans: bowling.
Marvin Denny, who operated
the "Shufl-bowl last season next
to his photo studio (across from
the telephone office) has inatalled a couple of new duck-pin
alley and they look good. And
just in case some of you strongarms think you have to thunder
a big heavy ball down the alley
in order to really be bowling, we
svould like to point out that there
is just as much or morel skill
with the lighter duck-pin hall—
and it is just as much fun in
league play.
Denny is hoping (and we arc
too) that he can organiza
a
business men's league and a
ladies* league for the winter.
Teams consist of five players,
and three games (lasting about
2 hours) constitute an eveningS
play. Eight teams make 3 good
league, and one night a week is
all you bowl in the league.
How about it, you sportsmet.?
This is also a fine and healthful
game for non-active businessmen
and women. If you are interested,
ad can get together a team, call
Denny.
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Friday, September 23, 1949

BY PATSY GREEN
We got off to a tiood start in
Fulton Hi. We had 159 students
to report September 12, 1949. We
also have some changes in the
faculty. First, we have Miss Lois
Mobley. She is the Commercial
teacher. Next there is Mrs. Clyde
Hill, Jr., who teaches Sophomore
English and is the assistant librarian. Then there is a woman
whom most people that have visited the Fulton City Library recently, know. and that is Mrs.
Boyd. She is the head librarian.
Mrs. Boyd and Mrs. Hill have
been very busy trying to get the
library fixed for us and I knovi•
we will- try to keep it nice. Next,
we have a man to whom I, for
one, think we owe a good deal of
credit. He is Mr. Cullivan, the
line coach. We all hope that the
boys keep up the good work that
they showed out on the field Friday night. The team - goes to
Greenfield tonight. Let's all root
for them and they'll do their best
for us.
The rest of the faculty are as
follows, Mr. Holland, superintendent, Mr. Jaco, principal, Math,
Mrs. E. A. Bush, Hom Economics, Mrs. M. W. Haws, languages,
Glee Club, Bill Hogg, Coach,
Physical Education,
Mary F.
Martin, Social Science, Guy E.
Phipps, Man.-Arts, asst. coach,
Mary Doyster, English and Mrs.
Trevor Whayne, Science, Math.
The big goal for the year of
'49 and '50 will be to raise money for the Jr.-Sr. Prom. We hope
that the citizens of Fulton will
bw active in attending our programs, also to visit our c-oncession stands at the ballgames. The
money will go towards the Prom
I would also like to' mention
that we have a new cafe rig.t
across the street. The cafe is
owned and operated by the 'iDixon Brothers" and the name is
''The Bulldog." It is located
where Fuller's nsed to be. We
will miss Fuller this year but .ve

welcome the Dixons at the Bulldog. It has not been decided at
what time they will close. He
says that as long as we keep
coming he will stay opekr, Let's
all show him that we appreciate
the Bulldog and want it to remain by patronizing it.

Women Here To Stay
Theme Selected
For Fashions
"Women Are Here To Stay" is
the theme of the Junior Woman's
Club Fashion Show to be held
at the Woman's Club next Tuesday night, and what's mor? the
young ladies of that club intend to show the reason3, if
wearing apparel is any indication.
Mrs. Morgan Omar, general
chairman of the eagerly anticipated annual event said that fashions dating back to the gay nineties would be shown during the
program as a contrast to the ultra-modern lines to be shown by
local merchants and modeled by
more than 45 ladies and children.
A chorus of the younger smart
set will give with music and
dance in keeping with the styles
of yester-year and today.
Several committees of workers
have been making preparation
for the showing for more than
a month, and if the intenticin to
make each fashion show bigger
and better with the years is any
barometer, then this years event
will surpass any similar event
held in the history of the club.
Mrs. Hendon Wright will act as
mistress of ceremonies and Paul
Westpheling and Mrs. Bradley
Emerson will furnish the rausic
in keeping with the styles.

Best Coverage
Of The Fulton
Trading Area

Number Thirty-Eigie;

Parking Meters ToBe Ft;lly Paid
Oct. 1st;Payment In
Months
WRS SEMINAR HERE
ON SEPTEMBER 30

More Than $10,000 Paid for Parking Meter System;
City Realizes Like Amount In Additional
Revenue; City To Be Sole Owners

On October 1, the City of Fulton will become sole owners of
the 165 parking meters installed on down-town streets. The last
payment to the Magee-Hale Company,manufacturers of the Park0-Meters, will be in full for the more than $10,000 investment of
the parking meter system.
Pay.ment of the meters by the City buincil was made in record time, an official of the company said, yet realizing Aar the city
approximately $10,000 in revenue
in the 23 month period that the
parking and a life-saver for the
system has been in operation.
City in keeping abreast of its
Parking meters here were incurrent expenses without the
stalled in November 1947, with
necessity of making short term
much debate on the part of the
loans to meet city obligations.
City Council and local merchants. After October
-1, all proceeds
At the time they were installed
from meter collections will be
an agreement was made by the put in
the general city fund.
City, and the parking meter comAn official of the parking metpany that half of the proceeds
er company said that collections
from the meters would be made in Fulton
were far ahead of othto
retire
cost
the
of
the
meters,
(Continue on page five)
er cities in this area. Collections
and the other half would be in Martin,
Tenn., average less
used by the City for expenditures than half
of those in Fulton,
Poultry Picnic Will
from the general fund.
while Hickman collections total
The meter system has proved approximately $90 a month. In
Be Held At Palestine
most satisfactory to down-town Fulton the average collection ovThe Annual Fulton County
er a twelve-month period is $900
Poultry Picnic will be held at
monthly.
the Palestine Community House,
Much of the efficiency of opWednesday evening, September
eration and collections in the
28th, with a picnic supper being
meter system can be attributed to
served at 6:00 p.m.
the police department, and more
Mr. J. W. Matthews of Kenparticularly to Hansel Williams,
Friends in Fulton
tucky Poultry Improvement Aslearned officer in charge of meter mainThe regular monthly meeting
NEW IMPROVEMENTS
with regret of the untimely tenance and collections.
sociation will be the principal of Dry Lake District Committee
Of his
Recently completed improvedeath of Vasser Somerville, out- diligence a local citizen
speaker, while Mr. Humphrey was held at the City National
recently
ments at the Orpheum theatre
standing Rotary leader who pass- said:
will be present to assist with the Bank Monday night with the folinclude new projection booth
ed away at his home in Paris
discussion.
lowing present: Presiding Chmn.
"If I have to make a quick stop
equipment, new
sound, new
Tenn., last Friday. Mr. Somer- down-to
All Poultry Producers are in- Foad Homra, Field Executive Elwn I first pass by the
stage curtains, lights and screen,
ville, 70, was instrumental in
vited to attend and bring a pic- bert Johns, Rev. Rueb, Rev.
police station to see if Hansel is
Manager Gore announces.
organizing the local Rotary Club.
nic supper. Cold drinks will be Stone, W. B. Speight, Billy
there. If he is, I feel safe in
A leader in Rotary circies in jumping out of
furnished.
Blackstone, Bradley Emerson,
the car and runTennessee, Mr. Somerville Fri- ning the errand without
Maxwell McDade, Louis Weaks,
putting
day had attended the meeting of a penny in the meter. That's
Ual Killebrew, Stanley Jones,
a
the Paris Rotary Club, of which big joke," he said, "because
Grady Varden, Louis Kasnow,
by
he was president in 1923.
Jack Speight, Milton Exum, Sid
the time I get to the parking
He was born at Carrollton, space Hansel is there, patting
Rose, Ernest Cardwell, Van Latb.is
Miss., the son of the late Dr. T. foot, waiting for me
Mr. R. C. Wilson, state chairta, R. E. Sanford, Bertes Pigue,
to put the
H.
Somerville and Mrs. Ella Vas- penny in the slot."
man, Mr. W. L. Rouse, chief of
Reports were made cfr.cerning
Chas. E. Wright% chairman,
sar Sorriervlle. His father was Installation of te
Program Operation, Mr. Homer
parking metFulton County A.C.A. announced the Scout Circus held gore June
dean of the Law School at the er system was made
Yonts of the Marketing Quota "Bulldog" Opens For
in Novemtoday that the loan rates for 1949 2nd, the Phillmont Ranch trip
University of Mississippi at one ber 1947 for a
Section, and Mr. Kenneth Grogmade
trial
Louis
period of six
by
Weaks,
Elbert
soybeans have just been receivBusiness
Near
F.
H.
S.
time.
an, fieldman, all from the State
months. The trial period was an
Johns and Ual Killebrew with
ed by the County office.
He was graduated from the alternate
Production and Marketing AdThe aBulldog" has opened for
revenue - producing
The price support for 1949 twenty boys from the Council—
University
ministration, Lexington,
of
Mississippi, and measure attempted by
Ky.. business. Its the latest in hangthis was a 2500 mile trip by bus
the city US
were in Fulton County Monday, outs for school children and will green and yellow soybeans grad- to New
shortly afterwards moved to lieu of
privilege licenses for loMexico where 130,000
September 19 to explain the Cot- be a hand maiden of assistance ing U.S. No. 2, containing not acres have
Paris,
operating
a
livery
service
The Fulton High School Bullcal business firms. The trial metbeen presented as a
ton Seed Loan Program. All oth- to mothers who want the kids to more than 14 percent moisture, national
and selling work stock in 1914. er system proved
area for the Scouts by dogs, fresh from a 27-0 victory
so successful
er cotton growing counties in get a snack away from home at has been established at $2.11 per Mr.
In
1916
he
married,
Miss
Julia
over Dresden last week, will
that the privilege license measPhillips..
bushel, while the support on
the State were invited and those noon.
Compton
of
Oxford.
ure has been abandoned.
black, brown, and mixed beans
Cub Pack 40 reported a good play Greenfield there tonight.
attending were: Hickman, CarlAfter serving as president of
Opening for business 3n Mon- of like grade and moisture con- reorganization
The Yellowjackets, who lost a
The parking meter system is
meeting
last
the
isle, Ballard, Graves and Mar- day morning of this week, the
Paris
Rotary,
he
was
district
lopsided
game to Milan last week
one of several progressive steps
tent is $1.91 per bushel. Loans Thursday night at the Methodist
governor
shall Coulaties, along with sev- shack-shop is operated by the
of
the
old
163
District
are
one
two
of
the
teams that the
made by the city in the past twomay be obtained ori beans grad- Church, eight den mothers have
eral local cotton farmers.
Dixon Brothers in the location ing No. 3 or No. 4 at a small dis- been named and eight dens will hapless Bulldogs team beat last in 1926-27. He also served on year period. Among them are the
committees of Rotary Interna- new water
Mr. Rouse brought out many formerlyl occupied by Fuller's
season.
works system, the
count, depending on the cause of complete their organization withpoints of the Program, The cot- Grocery across from the Fulton
A good crowd from Fulton is tional.
dredging of Harris Fork Creek,
such grade, but this
moisture in a few days.
Mr. Somerville was one of the improvement
ton seed is supported at $49.50 High School.
expected
see
the
to
game.
of city
content must also be 14 percent
streets,
National Roll Call will -be
per ton. To be eligible for a loan
original group that organized needed
Specializing
in
sandwiches or less.
improvements in the
held in each troop this month to
the first provision is: the farmer and soft drinks the shop is
the Tennessee Society for Crip- City Hall, and
ala
score
of others.
This loan is available for Farm determine a personal status of Brown Leaves; Gore
must have adequate farm storage ready a favorite among
pled Children. He had been vice
the Storage. These storage facilities each scout. The next Internafacilities to fully protect the seed school children.
president of the society. He was
Manages
Theatres
must
be of such substantial and tional Jamboree will be held in
Fishing Conditions
a member of the Council of the
frdm all seed hazards throughout
permanent construction as I.) af- Philadelphia next June.
Billy W. Gore, native Fulton- Cripple Adults Hospital
the life of the loan. Second, the
in
In Fulton Area
safe
ford
storage
of
soybeans,
seed must not contain more than Fulton-Hampton Road
Another Scout Circus will be ian who began his career in the Memphis.
permit eftective fumigation for
11 percent tnoisture content. Contract To
REELFOOT LAKE — Water
During World War I he was
given next year possibly in motion picture industry here beMcDade
the destruction of insects, and Mayfield
Moisture content tests will be
or Union Cty. The fore the war, has returned from one of the leaders in Henry conditions fair, bass biting fair
made in the local Agriculture OfA contract for reconstruction afford protection against thieves, Phillmont Ranch Trip by bus will Tupelo, Miss., this week to as- county in Red Cross work. He on live minnows and spinners,
rodents,
other
animals,
and
fice. For further information. and traffic-bound surface on the
also be an annual occurence. sume management of the Mateo was a member of the Board of some crappie are being taken.
contact your local Agriculture Fulton-Hampton road, extending weather. For further details con- Plans were made for , Lone theatres iniiiTton. He will man- Directors of the local chapter at Bream fishing is poor.
tact
your
local
Agriculture
OfOffice.
KENTUCKY LAKE—At Paris
from the Hickman County line
Scouts who live too far from age both theatres 'until Octoocr the time of his death.
He was a member of the Pres- Landing: Crappie fishing picking
to US. 51, a distance of 1.6 miles fice.
Scout Troops to be active mem- 1st, when the Fulton-theatre will
up and good catches reported
has been awarded to McDade
bers. Next meeting will be the be turned Weer to ifie KenArk- byterian Church.
Mrs. Sundwick Will
He leaves his wife, a daughter, recently, bass fishing fair to good
and McDade, Fulton, according W.O.W. Initiate
third Monday night in October. Tenn Comany, a Paramount
subsidiary,
with the Malco or- Mrs. George Smith of Bisbee, but spotty. Water clearihg, lake
Be Soloist Here
to an announcement this week
ganization retaining operation of Ariz., and four sisters, Miss Ella dropping slowly along with temissued by the rural Highway Three At Meeting
C. of C. Dinner Meet
Margaret Stephens Sundwick commissioner.
the
Orpheum.
Somerville Mrs. John Culley and peratures.
Evergreen Camp, Woodmen of
violinist, will be the featured
Gore succeeds Joe Brown, who Mrs. Relbue Price of Oxford
KENTUCKY LAKE—At PerMcDade's bid on the work was the World, met for initiation on At Harmony Church
soloist with the Union C,ity String $20,041.75.
has managed the Malco houses and Mrs. David Bishop of Uni- ryville: Water clearing after beMonday
night
at
the
YMBC
hall,
ensemble when it makes its inThe Fulton Chamber of Com- here for the past several years. versity, Miss.
ing murky and choppy. Fishing
This work is a part of a state- and the following were introducitial appearance here at the Fulstill only fair. A five-pound bass
wide program which totals al- ed into the mysteries of Wood- merce will conclude its series of Brown has been promoted to the
ton Woman's Club October 4, it most a
was landed recently near Fshmillion dollars and which craft: Billy Bennett, Sonny Arm- summer dinner meetings in the management of five Mateo thea- Burcham Joins Firm
was announced thic week.
Harmony
Church
community tres in Camden, Ark., and he left
er's Landing. Several persons
will be financed with revenue bruster and Buster Owens.
Mrs. Sundwick, a Fultonian, from
next
Tuesday.
Monday for his new position.
Randall Burcham, a Union Cit- have caught crappie in small
the State gasoline tax.
The meeting was attended by a
will play Kresler's "Old ReThe new manager for the Ful- ian, has purchased an interest in numbers.
The secretary will visit Memlarge number of local Soverigns
frain,"
Bohm-s "Perpetual MoPICKWICK DAM—Water clear
Jimmy Mullinex who has been and visitors from Hickman, F1S bers for their tickets before the ton theatre will probably be the Fulton Paint and Glass Comtion" and the Gypsy Air, "Two
attendng Life and Casualty In- well as by District Mgr. McNee- meeting, and non-members are named by the KenArkTenn Com- pany and began his association ing somewhat, outlook fair if no
Guitars" as her numbers.
with the local firm this week. He high winds. Few sizable catches
surance School in Nashville will ly. Thaddeus Koonce, who has also invited to attend. Tickets pany next week.
In addition, the 25-piece enwill be assisted by Everett Brad- reported of late.
spend the weekend with Mrs. been a member for 43 years, was may be obtained either from the
_
semble will play Mozart's 3Mrs
H
M. Khourie and Dr. S. ley in the glass department, who
Mullinex at the home of her introduced.
secretary when she calis, or bV
movement 'iSerenade" and two
mother, Mrs. Eva Cochran on
The Fulton Camp meets each telephoning 43, or at the door :latch. of.Colorada are the guests has been with the firm in Ful- Letters To The Editor
groups of Victor Herbert melodOf
her
daughter,
Mrs. Fred Hom- ton since its organization two
Jefferson street.
third Monday night.
Tuesday evening.
ies.
ra and family on Norman street. years ligo.
Commonwealth of Kent-.'ky
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
WANTED: SAW DUST
Frankfort
AND WOOD SLABS
September 20, 1949
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
The Pierce-Cequih Lumber
You can take this reporter's ing suddenly as it did, the shock language)
The Fulton County News
Company of Fulton, who ran the
we took pad and pen- whichever is the greater in the
Fact is she didn't know and Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
following classified ad in the word for it, the man who wrote was great among his family. cil in hand to seek the "how eyes of a palmist.
cared less why a cross placed in
The calendar having revolved
News last week, reported that the song about the quaint cara- Their diaplay of sorrow was an come" for such things as putting
Seated comfortably we told the folded arms of the deceased since last year's
van and a lady called a gypsy, even greater shock to Fultonians
vacation, the
they sold out of sawdust and
an old suit clothes in the casket. the reason for our mission . .
was
made
from
just
tallow
that fell past two weeks found ate in the
ain't up on his gypsies. and more particularly to the staff Why a
wood slabs, and could have sold
new towel and comb and and there in the short span of from the
tapers
She
wasn't
That
"quaint"
re- guise of tourist, and I sincerely
caravan is today of a Fhlton hospital and a local brush and
more if they had more.
mirror were placed a life-mark on the palm, we motely concerned with
the last word in trailer elegance, funeral home. To say that all at
the reas- regret that I was not in Frankhis feet. For what reason a were eaten up, almost alive. Be- on for
the
constant
chanting
and
at fort Saturday when Mr. and Mrs.
the
lptest
model Cadillac has Hades broke loose, is an under- handkerchief in
FOR SALE: Stove wood slabs
his suit pocket lieve you us, in eighteen years the bier . . we secretly
replaced old Dobyn for travell- statement, and to say that time, and
harbor Dawes were in town. Fortunateand sawdust. Phone 33.
one in his back pants pocket of reporting, its impossible to the thought
that her only con- ly, Governor Clements was here
ing. One thing is sure the lady or realization, or kind words of was
Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co.
a "must."
learn how to cope with the wrath cern was to see us at a bier . . and took the opportunity
in the caravan did tell at a glance comfort eased the demonstrato chat
The
'ghow
come"
department,
of a fortune-teller, who is off and we don't mean the kind with with them and to add
If YOU have sawdust, wood that MY FUTURE had fears . . . tions,
would be to tell an un- we were told, might be found on
he mastduty.
slabs, cows, calves, stoves or oth- fear of being be-headed.
suds either.
head from his Commonwealth's
truth. The beating of drums was a highway leading out of
the city,
Madame Lazonga, (just to coner things around, why not conWe just don't why our initial stationery to their collection of
It happened like this.
as soft taps compared to the beat_ where in .modern elegance
lived fuse you) wasn't a gypsy, and question set off the powder to State letterheads.
vert them into cash by locating
A flew weeks ago the town was ing of chests. It was bedlam.
a
palmist,
whom
we
thought
she wasn't about to tell us why her dynamite of temper . . .
a buyer? An inexpensive classi- buzzing with talk about the
Please do write again at any
But to get back to the quaint might give us the light
for the the survivors of the deceased nor will we ever know, or try time there
fied ad .in tlae NEWS will be death of a patriarch among gyp- caravan. .
.may again be opshenanigans. We found the "cara- gypsy wanted to push the hearse to find out, who
read by some eight thousand peo- sies. His death brought great
mit the suit of portun i y to assist you or your
On being told by the funeral van" and were ushered into
the to the train. Or why they poured clothes in Mr. Gypsy's bower.
ple in the Fulton trade area, and grief and sorrow among his flock director
friends.
that funeral ritual a- plush
surroundings
with water over the spot where the
in Fulton.
One thing we know. Songwho were here with him all em- mong the gypsies was ounusual" all the
Sincerely yours,
welcome befitting a dig- hearse stood and then washed writers are a sorry
Come in. today!
lot, someployed by a carnival. Death com- (how we do abuse the English
CATTIE LOU MILLER,
nitary, or a paid
customer, away the ripples.
times.
Secretary.

1949 COTTON LOAN
PROGRAM OUTUNED

DRESDEN LOSES 27-0
The Fulton High School Bulldogs took their opening game
from the Dresden, Tenn., Lions
by a score of 27-0.
The Bulldogs received to start
the game and in three running
plays had chalked up a first
down. Then Dresden came to life
and set them back on their heels
with a 16 yard loss but that was
all for Dresden. Fulton dominated the picture the rest of the
game. Early in the second quarter little Don "Mann took a hand
off from the quarter back and
scampered 15 yards around end
for the first market.. The seventh

ROUTERS MEET,
PLAN FOR FUTURE

LOAN RATES ON SOY
BEANS MADE KNOWN

A Seminar for the Woman's
Societies of Christian Service
of the Paris District will be
held at the First Methodist
Church, Fulton, Friday, September 30 at 10 o'clock. The president of the district, Mrs:Warren
Graham tvill preside.
The theme of the program will
be "Toward One World In
Christ." The study courses for
the year will be presented and
other departments of work discussed relative to the study program. Mrs. Charles Henderson,
Memphis, Conference Secretary
of Missionary Education, will
present the study on oJapan;"
Mrs. W. S. Atkins, Fulton, Conference Secretary of Christian
Social Relations, will give "We
The People of The Ecumenical
Church," Mrs. E. V. Underhill,
Martin, Conference Secretary of
Spiritual life, will give "Women of the Scripture" and '‘Cooperation for a Christian Nation" will be given by
Mrs.
Graham.
Youth and children study programs and program committee
work will be discussed by Mrs.
Cecil Page, Hazel, District SeCretary of Student
Work, Mrs.
Rue Overby Murray, District
Secretary of Children's Work,
and Mrs. M. H. Fitts, Martin,
District Vice-president. Wesleyan Service Guild work will also
be presented.
All officers of the societies of
the district are expected to attend and others are invited.
Lunch will be served at noon in
the church dining room. The session will close at 3 o'clock following a Dedication Service conducted bY Mrs. Underniti

ROTARIANS MOURN
H. V. SOMERVILLE

BULLDOGS TO PLAY
GREENFIELD TONITE

Shoot The Song-Writers

Gypsies Ain't Telling No Secrets!
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, !Ike giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRJDAY, SEPTEMBER, 23, 1949

"What You Do
For The Least Of Them ..."
it isn't necessary to tell you that this
tias been at tragic year for polio. At no time
during this summer have any of us been enairela free from worry that the disease might
sU•ike our homes. Many of you who will
read this "little piece" on polio will feel as
we do, that we hatve been indeed fortunate,
nay even blessed, that polio dd not strike at
our house.
But think for a moment of the Fulton
County families who witnessed the agony of
caring for children sato were stricken. Think
even hartier of thoF families who found the
disease entering their homes, and yet were
helpless and destitute to give the children
the care that they needed.
Right here in our city and county there
are people who are depending on you and
us to help them in their how: of anxiety to
give their loved ones the care they deserve.
Poverty has never been a diagrace. Nor has
it been a choice of living. It is a condition
over which the people involved have no control. But it is a condition that those of us
more fortunate can remedy to a great - degree.
Right now the Kentucky Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis is eonducting an emergency drive for funds to pay for the near
epidemic of polio that hit the State this year.
Fulton County is one of the counties in the
State suffering seriously from lack of money.
We hope that shortly an organized drive will
be made to solicit funds to bolster the delinquent condition of the counts's polio treesUntil this drive is made, please take advantage of the envelopes and other literature
being distributed to mail in your contributions for countv•Nxpenditure.

•

If our appt•al doe; not strike the generous charactt•ristic in your being. then get on
the phone and ask Mrs. Grace Cavender, the
heroic health nurse in this county, to give
you the name of jast ane family to visit so
you can see what we mean.
We have seen. We have given. Won't you,
please!

Support The Junior Woman's Club
Next Tuesday, September 27, members
of the Junior Woman's Club will present
their annual Fall Fashion Show. While the

fashion show, per se, may seem a trivilous
the men folks, (for obbit of nonesense
vious reasons, inostly fao dal) it is a splendid promotion for reaP to-wear merchants,
fashionwise shopand the economy

what the novice might regard as someth.uag
new. but te the old-tuner the old joke Is still
there. dressed up or calmed down or made a
little name decent, but the basic old joke
'that probably a cave man told his visitor as
they shivered in their cave.
The minstrel ahvw 41.3 a live. aztive means
of entertainment is pretty largely
dead. but
its stale jokes reappear on many a
radio program. Such programs as the Grand 01Opary
would soon run down if it were shut
off front
the fund of stale jokes that were
brought over on the Mayflower or else came
on some
less-distinguished ship. And yet. with
a bit of
skill in the retells's, the joke "rolls
them in
the aisles.' Just as its previous forms
did
bung ago.
Some years ago I suddenly cliscovereti
that
I atm no longer young. It came as a
decided
shuck and might have been fatal
but for

The Board Meeting

per.
ajor group go
The young ladies
resent the
to an untold amount •
latest fashions for IMO..
nts. Frankly,
they deserve all the pato.. e that a civicminded community can give them.

DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
NEWS, DIRECTOR
--•

For next Tuesday, then, rnake your plans
to attend the Fashion Show at the Woman's
Club building. This year something new and
different has been added, and from a "sneak
preview" of the event, we can say certainly
that it is worth far more than the price of
admission which is nominal.

Vasser Somerville
In the very early Spring. when the Fulton Rotary Club held its annual Ladies night
and twenty-fifth anniversary celebration
there was a fine gentleman w.ho honored the
club by his presence, without which the celebration would not have been complete or
official. That man was Vasser Somerville,. of
Paris, Tenn., who was mainly responsible for

vatt

rha.

"Very nice, Pottieby, but the vote is unanimous to continuo
to sponsor our present program!"

the organization of the local Rotary Club
more than 25 years ago.
Mr. Somerville Was a great humanitarian
who epitomized the creed of Rotary. -service
above self.- He believed in this creed as a
prayer, and lived it so fully that it was rezognized with devotion in every level of
Rotary from the local group to the international group, to which he gave his services on
many committees.
As we- sat in that candle-lit banquet hall
for the local club's celebration, we realized
the silver lights flickering in commemoration
of the event must have been a silver lining in
Vasser SomervIle's efforts to
creed of Rotary.

spread

the

His was a life well spent. His was a character long to be remembered. Of him
we
can say. as we have of the other great men
who have gone before him, he made the
world a better place in which to live because
he lived and worked for that betterment.

52-20 Ca.reer Loafers
There are few things that disgust us more
than to meet a self-satisfied, unconcerned
career loafer who is pleased to point out that
he. is a member of the 52-20 Club.
We wish the act jisat 'provided them with
S20 a week alsoahad provided that after about
12 weeks they would have had to wear some
kind of insignia indicating their status,-with
a service bar en the right sleeve for each
additional month of their blissful sponging.
Now that many have run thru their 52
weeks, the Kentucky Division of Unemployment insurance notes an upswing in its PaY:
ments, and states that "most veterans drew
on the federal program first. since it ran
52 weeks . . . and have switched now to the
State program, with a maximum of 22 weeks.-o--The true work of art is but the shadow
of the divine perfection.—Michelangelo.

Tidbits of Kentucky Folk-Lore
All my life I have loved good jokes and
have often bored people by telling them. A
very large part of my casual reading has been
in this field, 1 have even had graduate work
in it. for there is no mere fascinating field\
for study. People have always told jokes.
The jokester occupies a prominent place in
prunitive civilizatiens and has often been a
big fellow in our so-called civalizatian. Styles
change, but the joke, like John Brown's spirit, "goes marching on."
Joke eolunms in newspapers and magazines always catvh my eye. Long ago I learned
that Jokes go round and round like many oth• er styles. Tarnperir.g with a word here. a
phrase there. a figure of speech or two brings

OBERLIN'S-c

by McFeetiors

STRICTLY BUSINESS

my simultaneous discovery that now my oldest jokes are brand-new to the present generation of students. Gradually I began to adjust myself to thts change and to dip up
from musty old corners some of the prizes
that were very funny forty years ago and
not so funny ten years later. To my joy, they
are nearly always the very ones to raise a
laugh now. I usually apologize by saying that
this is a corny old joke that used to be regarded as funny. That remark disarms the
audience, svho are thereby flattered into supposing that they are of the intelligentia and
can afford to laugh at a corny joke just to
show how far they have progressed beyond
their rather dumb ancestors. And yet I wonder whether the actual gag isn't still virile
and will continue to be. long past the youth
of my gigg4ing youthful audience of today.
The marvelous life of the ,joke impresses
me nearly every day. I live in the midst of
dozens of faculty members and hundreds of
students. No day passes vothout its corny
joke. often one that seems very new and
fresh to the atudent who tries to pull it on
me but one that aften merely awakens in rny
memories picture's of former tirr.es and former versions of the funny gag. And yet at the
least it has broken down some barriers between friends and deserves to be regarded as
one of the subtle. though small. phases of
our culture. In spoe of our wide reading and
our pretense of being educated, we still
can
be reached by the folk wisdom
cf ages long
past.

Front The File's.:
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the rtaid. thereby alosing it to
traffic.

Commencing Octctber 1st. the
I.C.R.R. will divert its banana
trains -via the new Eclgewood
cutoff. and the NI. a: O. van deliver its banana trains tn the :.C.
at Rives instead of at Cairo. Thas
will result in the employment of
fifteen to twenty
additianal
clerks and telegraphers in the
Fulton freight yards, and six
representatives ef the United
Fruit Company will be plazacl
here.

FULTON
HIGH
SCHOOL
NEWS: The Fulten schools now
have an enrollment cf more than
900 pupils.
Reginald Williamsen has been
elected preaident ef the student
body: Coach Holland and assistant zoach Killebrew are working hard en the football team,
Miss Eva McKendree is progressing nicely with the music department.
N1rs. Albert Roper. 68 has passSenior class officers .nclude
ed oway at the family homestead
Daren Grissom, president:
Luof cancer, after a short illness.
cille Green. %ace-president: Hazel
Mrs. Roper was the wafe Of one
Pew ot.
sec.-treas.,
executive
of the most prominent ph-nters
committee
Charles
includes
of Fulton County. Her home is
Krarner. Grace Hill, Annie.Laura
in the Roper district east of-MeWherter. Alton Wade
amS
Hickman.
RoCert Beadles.
Jun:cc alass officers
The following from Fulton Aso
Reginal
presaat
leaving for Tenr.essee Colege fcr
Clycie Stephenson. vice-prea
Women at Murfreeabore. Tenn.:
Nlary Bowers, secareas.
Nliss NIary Leuise Srnta.. .N.Lsa
Sophorrame atfteers include:
Evelyn Williams. Nliss Mary Nell
presiaent:
Elva Davis.
Nall. NIts.s Naomi Rhodes arai
Glenn
Dt:run vice-president: Chrstir
Miss Clara Mite Crockett.
Erman. aecatrear, and the executive committee includes J D.
Mr. Eph Dawes and family of
Hales Thcmas Callahan
Paducah were Sundati- guests of
and
NIr. and NIrs. S. P. tavender in
Ricnard
the Old Betht: Community.
Freshman
officers :nc.
Ha:Ty Hanes:cit. president.
J. F. Brown of Ballard munty
garet Shuck. mate-presaiena
W819 hailed :rtto ccurt Isuesdan on teca..3 &ann. aecatreas.: the exthe charge of closing the road- ecutive mrnrrattee includes Julway between Wickliffe ar.d East
D Stephenson. Sarah BinCairo ferry. Brown ls charged
f•:rd. Sarr.rny Holt.
Maxwell
with having built a fence across
Brook and Rebecca Brann.

_
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The greatest Kentucky State! is on the horse show. And cer
Fair ever has gone into the his- tainly, in Kentucky of all states,
tory books, with the crowning of there should be. But how tnany
the grand champion gaited sad- of you who visited the Fair went
dle horse last Saturday night. It to the horse show? HOW many
was the greatest fair ever from of you went BECAUSE of the
every standpoint—from attend- horse show?
ance, interest. publicity, number
There seems to be a question
of entries, number of exhibitors. here of just what kind of ex.
It was also, an the opinion of hibition the Kentucky State Fair
some of those who attended, a should be. If the horse show is
great swindle.
all important, then let's not worThere is alvras s a tine lin? of ry so much about the other atdistinction at affa - ts like these tractions. But if the Kentucky
between a fair charge - for the State Fair is going to be a crossamusement, entertainment
or section of the handicraft, agrieducation which is provided, and culture, industry, resources and
an exhorbitant charge. Nlost of culture of our state, then the
us who go to the fair—or to a State Fair Board has some quescarnival. circus or any other sim- tions it must face and answer.
ilar entertainment—expect to
get "clipped." We expect to
That Fair in the next few
spend more mom-to than we
years is going to move into much
planned. We expect prices to be
more generous, more appealing
sornewhat higher than usual.
and more satisfactory surroundangs. The State of Kentucky,
But, there comes a point where through the Fair, will waste hunand dreds of thousands of dollars in
"samewhat higher- priaes
plain. outright robotaa cons improper construction, in propaths. A number of people have viding facilities which are not
complained -that Fair prices were needed, or, contrariwise, will
not high. but Jesse James.ish.
NOT provide sufficient facilities
That there is some :nem to if a philosophy for the Fair is
this argument was proven or. the not worked out.
second day of the Fair. a hen ofAll the figures show this was
ficials announced that t: e price the greatest Kentucky State Fair
of tickets to the show performed ever. But common sense dictates
each afternoon and evening in that a state with the rich radifront of the grandstand would tion, the coal mines, horse farms,
be cut squarely in half. The Fair industries, handicrafts—and the
must have met considerable con- rich agriculture--of Kentucky,
sumer resistance to its price (and can, with proper planning have
played to some small audiences) an annual Fair which will pale
or that action would neve: have this 1949 Fair to insignificance.
taken place.
Only, though, if a Fair philosThere has always been so r,e ophy" is worked out and then
arr.anent about whether the followed. It is greatly to be hopKentucky State Fair was an ag- ed that the Fair board will musricultural and industrial exhibit ter its collective minds, and, if
Maying a bad second fiddle to necessary, call on some experts
the finest annual horse show in in the business of staging such
the country. or if Fair and boric events, and outline such a philossbcw were of equal prominence. ophy for us before even the 1950
Cero, rily there is great emphas- show gets in the planning stage.

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly, Owner
Junction

West State Line and Union City Ht-way

CURB SERVICE

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9158 FOR RESERVATIONS

Ewing Gallou-ay:

kseglachl Oft

Ala4ch

Your reporter learned a long
ycor ?ramble ser.-ant - ••Early in
time ago that whenever a person
the work of the Committee we
serves the pablic without pay he
became acquainted with an unshould expect little appreciation.
usual personality by the name of
hardly any public thanks. and a
Ewing Gatloway. Mr. Galloway
goodly quantity of adverse crithad two major interests: a 700icism—that anybody performIng
acre farm in Henderson County.
a public service without any axe
where he spent half of his tune.
to grind whatsoever should rely
and the largest documentary or
for compensation almost wholly
non-topical photographic service
upon the pleasure he or she gets
in the world. located in Naw
out of doing the job.
York. where he spent the other
In the two years and nine
half of the year.
months I have been writing this
"Ewing Galloway is a homecolumn the newspaper editors spun character. with a deep deprinting my stuff and their readvotion to Kentucky-. He quieltly
ers have shown far more apsensed what the Committee was
preciation than I ever expected. after and offered to take time out
Proof of that is in the fact that
from a busy scheduled to sante
more than half of the newspapa weekly syndicated column to
ers in the state use the column.
be called "Wake Up, Kentucky."
Now comes a well-worded bit Today Ewing Galloway"s column
of appreciation from Harry W. appears in 119 of the state's 187
Schacter in his bock about Use
newspapers —an extraordinary
sommittee for Kentucky and its
coverage by any standards in
work. The book, which has the
any. state. A check-back :n
a
same title as this colurcui, makes
number of communities has remighty good reading. Incidentalvealed that most of the people
ly. all royalties on the book go
read his column regularly. He
to the Committee for Kentucky. has become an important stimulaThere is not a dull paragrapm in
tor of community progress in a
the book.
great rnany Kentucky conimuniQuoting Mr. Schacter ibt,ut ties."

Thirst, Too,
Seeks Quality

-0-

OUR SOLDIERS
This poem. written by Willis
Howard 1-1.sks. is dedicated to
Mr. and Mrs. Rice Spence in
memory of their son. Lieutenant
Layne Spence,. who was killed
in Germany on December 23.
1944
If ever I journey across the sea.
And enter the land of the enemy:
I ask thee. eh God. to protect
me there.
In the midst of fear and desp*r.
Many of our boys did not return,
And your kind love. some did
spurn:
And America to be whipped,
you didn't allow,

Keep us from war. You can,
somehow.
Hitler, Hirohito and all of
those men.
They had no conscience,
they lived in sin:
To conquer the world was
their aim.
To have power. and win
great fame.
Now that wars are over.
fighting has ceased,
And we can work. and dwell
in peace;
And I. a soldier, in Your
army will be.
Marching to meet You. and
fighting to be free.

sfik jar it (alter may ... both
bust-narks wan the .14X1P4 1,411tr.
11099110 UNDER AUT14011/99 CP r+9 CCCA COLA
COMPANY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
1949. TIN Coco Colo
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fiscal year ending June 90, 1949.
This was announced this week
by David K. Walker, director of
Division of Excises, Kentucky
Department of Revenue.
Kentucky iarmers got back
The 1946 legislature passed the
$645,343.56 in tax on gasoline Kentucky Agricultural Refund
used in farm operations in the Act which allows farmers to be
re-imbursed fur tax paid on gasoline used exclusively in actual
farm operations.
As of February 1, 1949, all gasoline subject to refund was colored purple with a special "identifier dye" furnished to gasoline
distributors by the Department
WE IAAKE
of Revenue.
YOUR
At the close of the fiscal year
OLD RADIO
of June 30, 1949, the Department
16,200 active refund permits
SING
on record, an increase of 4,1100
LIKE NEW
permits over last year.
Refund gasoline cannot be used
in vehicles that operate on the
highways. In the ten months ending August 1, ten permits were
revokal for violations of the DePrompt Radio
partment regulations covering
the use of refund agricultural
Repair Service
gasoline.
There's no delay, no putting
It off when you call CITY
Electric for radio
main
tenance. We're experts on all
popular
makes,
mith full
equipment and complete stock
of parts to service YOUR set
quickly and efficiently.

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire CoInpany
205 Commercial Ave.

ried Chicken

'ountry Ham
sh Gulf Shrimp

"Der Bingle" Points

Thanks largely to the "keep
Tennessee green" drive, the
State's pasture program is getting ahead of the numbers of
livestock, which centers greater
attention on necessity for getting
good breeding stock and stockers
and feeders, say U-T Extension
livestock specialists.
Livestock and swine producers,
therefore, are urged to take advantage of the purebred and
stocker and feeder sales sched-

UNION UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE--1949

ONI OF KENTUCKY'S TRAD1i1ONIN

Sept. 16—Troy Alabama Teachers—Jackson.
Sept. 24 — Austin
Peay —
Clarksville.
Oct. 7—Middle Tenn. —Murfreesboro.
Oct. 15--Western Kentucky—
Jackson.
Oct. 22—Bethel College (Homecoming)—Jackson.
Oct. 29—T.P.I.—Cookeville.
Nov. 5 —Northwestern State
—Natchitoches, La.
Nov. 18—Memphis State, Jackson.
Nov. 24 — Arkansas State —
Jonesboro, Ark.-

Veterinary Service

Family
Reunions
A family reunion in Kentucky includes -everyone
from great-grandparents
down to the newest baby.
There are aunts, and uncles,
nieces, and nephews and
cousins three and four times
removed. One and all gather
for the big feast that concludes a Kentucky family reunion. It's all part and parcel
of a fine old tradition.

Day or Night
Yes, and beer
is a tradition
In Kentucky, tool

Phone 807-11
Or Call 70
Dr.H.W.Connaughton

Pasture Program Shows
Need For Livestock

Graduate Veterinarinn
Located on Martin-Fulton

Like fatnily reunions, BEER
BELONGS in Kentucky.
\Wherever Kentuckians gather you'll find those who select beer
as their favorite beverage, for beer is the beverage of moderation.

Highway.
Copyright, 1949, Kentucky Division, U. S. Brewers Foundation
Personally conducted through the Disney studio by their famous dad.
Bing Crosby's four sons, Lindsay, Philip, Dennis and Gary, get a
preview from their pop on the highlights of Walt Disney's full-length
Technicolor production, "The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad."
In the IIKO Radio release, Bing sings and narrates the story of
"Ichabed" while Basil Rathbone speaks for "Mr. Toad."
uled throughout the State for the
next two months as opportunities to build up their herds. Som,2
two dozen such events are scheduled, both for adults and junior
livestock
producers.
County
agents have copies of the schedule, and can advise breeders and
feeders where events are booked
in which they are interested.

County Agents Have
Storage Crib Plans

Fill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111

Call 75

ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Merchel Byrd
visited Mr and Mrs. Rupert
Moore Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore,
Miss Ina Bellew, Mrs. Maud Elliott and Mrs. Vera Byrd visited
relatives in Huntingdon, Tenn.,
Saturday and Sunday.

Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

Mr. and Mrs. Hub Beard visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Farmers have been assured of Travis Berry in Fulton.
a corn support price of 90 perMrs. Elizabeth Elliott visited
cent of parity, provided the corn Mrs. Leucy Moore in Haws Hosis properly stored. Furthermore, pital Wednesday.
this year the Government offers
Mrs. Orva Elliott spent Friday
to lend up to 85 percent of the with Mrs. Elizabeth Elliott.
cost of constructing adequate
Mr. and Mrs. Heniy Daws at- 1
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
storage facilities.
tended the funeral of Mr. Tom
Arrington Saturday.
I flial=1111111111111115111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MINNIMIIIIIIIM111111111111a
In view of this, and an anticipated record corn crop, farmers
are reminded that plans for good
storage cribs may be obtained
from the U.T Agricultural Extensive Service. The
plans,
drawn by Extension Architect
Max Falkner, provide a complete
building print. Copies may be obtained from the county agent;
ask for Extension Special Circular 333, Corn and Grain Storage.

SAWYER'S- MARKET

24-HOUR
SERVICE
Phone 293
"
E
GCAK
REARG

I Pit Barbecue
Steaks

Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
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DAY OR
NIGHT

CREWS PASS HALFWAY MARK ON
GAS PIPE LINE CONSTRUCTION

HAINLINE'S
EAST STATE LINE

Catfish

FULTON, HY.

:AFE

'ity HI-way

TY OF

MEN WORK 10 TO 12 HOURS A DAY ON 800-MILE
PROJF,C1' SCHEDULED FOR COMPLEMON THIS YEAR
-.-orinakamssaiva
Mk

ICE

tBY ROOM
)NS

ity

Eight rugged crewsof pipe liners—hundreds of specialists who
are working 10 to 12 hours a day
under the summer sun— have
passed the half-way mark in
building Texas Gas Transmission
Corporation's new 800-mile pips
Une that runs near here.

will run four pipe lines under
the broad Mississippi and Ohio
rivers.
They will bore under 55 railroads and 149 highways without
slowing one passenger car or
railroad train.

Put under contract last May
by six major construction firms
employed by Texas Gas, their
goal is to have the new 800-mile
artery in the ground and delivering natural gas by the end of
the year.

Boomcats and Bulldozers
Perhaps you have seen them
as they tapped the reservoir of
supplies built up at nearby railroad sidings over the past'.4ew
months and made preparations
pipe
to get the 175,000 tons
the ground.
Behind the bulldozers have
come other crews: boom cats
picking up the pipe, engineers
bending the 26-inch tube to the
proper curve of the land, welders tacking and beading the 40foot sections together, machines
coating and wrapping the pipe to
protect it once it is in the ground.
The pipe liners you have seen
are employed by the contractors
working for Texas Gas to do a
big job, fast.
Each day thatthey add another
mile to the pipe line helps Texas
Gas reach its goal of completing
the long-distance carrier by the
years' end.

Under Roads and Rivers

ome study is an important part of a
school child's program — and you

H

A section ofpipe is carefully mooed
into position near the trench.
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can encourage it by providing a study
corner with plenty of good, eye-saving

iFintgahlet

light. If your child has trouble with his
school work, it may be because he can't
see his homework. Help him, and help

Itapirlio°seSititin:

feivxetrytir

ime to
check

"14 and light
the ho

The e 'n

preserve his precious eyesight witli a
modern, efficient lamp, and make sure
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it has a large enough bulb — not less

your
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Clamps hold the pipe sections firmly
until they can be welded together.

Even for veterans with a quarter century of experience in laying pipe lines throughout the
world, the Texas Gas project is a
tough, challenging job, made
rnore difficult by the need for
speed.
From Texas to Ohio the bulldozers have built a road-like
right-of-way wide enough and
strong enough to hold the long
trucks, heavy tractors, and
steam shovels that are now in
action laying the pipe lines.
Through seven states, under15
rivers, men are pushing ths
pipe line. Before December they

r°

than 100-watt size.

ANY BY

., INC.
Cato-Colo Company
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Attached Information from our company newspaper, pun.
',printed to give you news about our now
'
LINE PROGRESS
pipe line through your area and to inform you of activities
of our natural gas transmission system. You moy receive
regular copies of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing to,

e
TRANSMISSION
MAP CORPORATION

P. O. BOX 577, OWENSBORO, KY.
Alta.
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hams.
pound son, bons Friday Septem- ents of a 4 pounds, 8 ounce
• Misses Myrtle Burnette, Georgia
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Maddox and
MOZELLE KING
Bondurant the latter's mother. Mrs. F. A. ber 16. Mrs. Nanney is the boy, at Jones Hospital.
Clarice
Mattingly.
COMPLEHENTED
7- :a Milner.
and Nlary
Cele left Sunday fcr a vacation former li.s Sanford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.„Veal Frields anWITH PARTY
trip. They will visit Mrs. Coles Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sanford of nounce the birth of an eight
Nliss NIozelle King was ce
HoldirJ.reir.iy
Mrs.
daughter,
•.
Ft.lton.
plimented with a birthday
pound, four ounce son, David
man anci family in Decatur, lit.
ner anel party oh her
PHONE 926
Chicago.
Neal, born Saturday Septmber
in
FITT, Editor,
visit
Gatlin
ELIZABETH
also
will
Douglas
and
Mrs.
eed
Septie.birthday Saturday- night
Fox Lake and other points cf
!he par- 17 at Jones Hospital.
ber 18 by her mother. NIrs. Carl
of town.
Frank A. C-.yain. Jr.. of Hunt- interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reynolds King, south
MRS. B. G. HUFF
Mr and lam. Thomas Ex.ir
delicious dinner was served ingdon, Tenn.. .pent Tuesday
A
John
Mrs.
arid
Mr.
Kuttawa,
of
COMPLDIENTS THE
and Glenn. Mrs. W. L. Jci:
with a birthdaa• cake beautifully night with his eranclir.other.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Paducah,
of
Counce
SARAH DEAN CLASS
red ruses and red J. B. Cequin and his father. and T. M. Exurn have rettrnc..
Roach and family of Un- decorated with
111, where they
The Sarah Dean Case of the Albert
Dyer and white candles centering the Frank W. Ceonin. He was ac- from Duquien.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
City.
ion
First Christian Church met Montable.
companied home by his father were the guests of Mr and tars
Mrs.
and
Mr.
family,
and
Cotuice
day afternoon at 2:30 in the home
Games and contests were en- who spent a few days in Hunting- Harry Flott. Mr and Mrs. Exure
ulton, Kentucky
of Mrs. B. * Huff with Nirs. Milton Counce and family, Mr. joyed and group pictures were don.
also visited relatives in Chicag.famiand
Counce
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and
Covington anci
J.
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Mrs
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and
Mr.
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The
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were
of the :lass. presided over the and family of Fulton.
Tenn..
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where
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Memphis
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business session. Nev: officers
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-ere:
v.
Second
year
new
elected for the
Carol King, Norman Barnes, Jo- tion Wednesday in the Baptist :on and family on
to its annual
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Mrs. W J Shepherd and son.
program and gave a review of
Mr. and Mrs Ilanolci Holladay.
of the Malco Theatre who left ia Ruth Nanney, Gene Kendall. John. of Madisonville are the
.1 C Olive an.'
the book, "Whence and Whither
"Women Are Here To Stay"
for Camden. Ark.. where Nancy Jones. Jimmy Yates. Ed- guests of Mr. and Mrs. L A Clif- Mr. and Mrs
Sunday
Disciples." by W. E. Garrison.
Sherrell. Mr and Mrs H
Larry Cannon,
manager of the Malco die Matlock,
be
will
he
ton at their home. Cliftcrest.
Sandra erajo and
During the social hour the hostJanie
and
Stubblefield
Elois
Owens.
Oletha
,
Theatres there, v.-as complimentMr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton and eci a r.icnic at Columbus Ky.
esses served cider and cooki to
. ed by the Malec. employees with Sue Hicks.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
guests. Mrs. W. J. Shepherd and
twenty one members.
Mr. end Mrs George Carter
a spaghetti supper at the Derson spent Thursday and Fr.iday and son. Mrs. Joe Howard and
WOMAN'S CLUB BUILDING
i by Cafe Friday night.
MISS 3IARY HALES
In Memphis.
Virginia and Miss Fleca Oliver
D. M. COENCE
The guest of honor's table was COMPLIMENTS THE
relatives
Hewers spent Sunday with
PM P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. John
HONORED WITH
centered with a lovely arrange- LOTT1E MOON CIRCLE
Pans. Ter.n
spent Saturday in Memphis.
BIRTHDAY DINNER
ADM/SSION 50e
ment of fall flowers and the
ci
the
of
daughter
Circle
ill
been
IYuke
has
Moon
Jane
Martha
The Lottie
Roy Fields. who
D. NI. Counce of Corinth. Miss,. other tables were centered with. First Baptist Church met in the for several weeks. is improving Mr. anti Mrs Troy tiulre of Wat.
iivas honored on his seventieth candl. Mr. Brov.-n was present- home of Miss Mary Moss Hales at his home on Central avenue. er Val2ey. graduate of Fulgharr.
iairthday Sunday September 18 ed v.-ith a gift.
for a pot luck supper.
Mrs. Niary B. Abernathy has High S:hoel in thi. :lass cl 1949.
with a dinner given at the home
A delicious supper was served
B1.15-.nes.s
Dralactic n's
The week of prayer program. returned after several months entered
of his son, Tom Counce and Mrs. to: Mr. and Mrs. Brown and was given by Mrs. Russell Johnvisit with relatives in Nashville. College in Paducah.
Counce, Fulton. Route Five.
daughter, Nancy, Miss Virginia son. Mrs. Charles:Looney. chairMr. and Mrs Issac
Mr. and Mrs. Alf Hornbeak.
A beautifully decorate-d birth- Brady, Miss _Josephine Pickle, man. presided oa•er the business
Read of Cincin.nati. O.. are 7'•
Bushart.
Charles
NIr.
and
Mrs.
day cake with seventy candles Billy Gore. Miss Ann Godfrey. session.
guests cf his parents, MT
Mrs. J. C. Yates. Mrs. Elizabeth
was the central appointment of Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Evans,
Jeffers.r.
There were seventeen mem- Milner and Mrs. Farra Bushart Mrs. I. H. Read on
the table.
Mr. and Mrs. _Jim Bob Roberts. bers ar.d visitors, Mrs. Hodge,
Centerville. street
spent Sunday in
A delicious meal a•as Served to: Mr. and Mrs. Loias Boaz. Miss present.
Clifferd Shields of Faducah
Ter.m. where they visited the
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Court:ie. Betty
Johnson, . Jerry
Lynn
with his famhome where their grandfather spent the weekend
Shirley and Elmer c.f Corinth. Hawks. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis SizNew Safety ... Comfort Fit
LOYAL CRUSADERS
was born ar.d other family land- ily on Jackson street
Miss, Miss Kathryn Laverty of zle. Miss Barbara Rogers. MiES
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thorr.pson
MET MONDAY WITH
marlo.
Miami, Dr. Cynthia Counce and Joan Nelms. Miss Barbara RobThese 4 ways
and children, Gertrude and John
MEACHAM
Harold Riddle has returned to I
E. W. Counce of Hopkin.sville, -erts. H. E. Shupe. Nir. and Mrs. MRS.
cf the New York City. where he %sail; Nf. of Paducah spent Sunday !
Crusaders
Loyal
The
Shock Absorber Heel
Harlen Cravens. Kenneth Mcmet re-enter drarr.atic school after I with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.!
Church
ushions jolts . . . proAlister. Miss Katherine Johnson, First Methodist
home of spending his summer vacation . John Thompson and Mrs. Ida
the
in
night
Monday
Miss Patsy Green and Billy NI::eels nerve terminals.
Pegram.
Mrs Garland Merryman on Oak with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Collurn.
street.
F. H. Riddle on Walnut street.
2. Lift Cushion Arch
Fourteen members were presMr. and Mrs. Robert Witty o:
WORLD
HELLO
gives yielding support
ent three new members. `Miss Birmingham. Ala.. spent the! Caotain and Mrs. James T.,
M-S-511
.Bertie Sue Meacham, Miss Vir- weekend with their mothers. Mrs. Nanriex„. of Washington. D. C .
3. Each Cushion Rei.:nia Brady and Mrs. Charles Effie Witty and Mrs. B. J. W.I- annour.ce the birth of an eight
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
sponds in do.'dually to
Thomas ar.d tv.-o visitors. Misses
fce t a:non.
Double Feature
Obera Nabors and Betty Jo
:.!-S-1664
4. Storybook Cushion
Baucom.
Miss Dcrothy Newton. chair.
Foundation prevents forawns Wined
ordto
For
meeting
Come To Ray's
man, called the
ward skid. holds foot ac.Y
C11.16 pas.
MINIM,
FRIDAY - SATI`RDAY
aran
gave
er. Nirs. Merryman
c.irately.
IleallT111
Reand
Dollar
0Your
title
ticle
LAMOUR
.raiting Deaconess" which v.-as
Storybook's Exclusire Cushion Foundation
,4*
lestera8
followed by the Bible stud:.
Cann
Shoe ... protects Children's Feet al these
of the Scripture" given
"Women
MORITCOMEII10
Shocks-Points
by Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr.
fa, 4.4
During the social hour the hostyour child this new protection of
gives
Only STORYBOOK
Mirth of Time
ess served delicious refreshrnents. I
anollnos
linet
:the CUSHION FOUNDATION ... actual airfoam ecushions" at
the Wan!
plus
two most tender points . . heel and arch, Storybook's thrifty
MRS. 34EACHAM
price makes4 it easy to keep fast-growing feet correctly fitted.
ENTEXTALNS WITH
LUNCHEON L1 MILA.,'Q
0 UNCONDITIONAL
With Hickory Smoked
Mrs. Clanton Meacham enter,90
GUARANTEE!
tained the members of her
Flavor
bridge club ar.d two guests. Mrs.
Ben Evans and !Ara J. D. White,
Tasty Hamburgers
Milan,
with a lovely lunchecn
Tenn.. Tues.day.
t a sack full!
Following the luncheon, oridge
P110 N 1360
204 LAKE STREET
was enjoyed at the home ofi
Large parking lot
Curb serrice
Mes. Nfeacharn's daughter Mrs.
john F Kizer. Mrs Hubert Carr
All sandwiches toasted
-.vas high scorer for the club
e-embers and Mrs. Ben E.f,.1- the gues.ts.
Those attending were: MesOpen till 11: p.m.
RAY HUNTER, Owner
dames Carr. T. M. Frank n, G G.
Idard. Abe Jollea-7 J.E. ?all. Sr
rrs
L. O. Bradford. Ben Evans and I
NEW—DOTTY HAS IT!
J D. White.
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SAVE YOUR CHILDREN'S DELICATE
FOOT STRUCTURE NOW!

FULTON
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THE BUDGET SHOP

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

HE WALKED
BY NIGHT

•••
IDDY WAllat
ROY BARCROFT
JEAN DEAN
ItANID moats
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THRILLINGLY
TO LIFE
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JUNGLE PATROL
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Added Comedy
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
YVONNE DE CARLO

SPIT LA.NCA yrs*

recL

CHARLES COBURN

HENDRIED

CLAUDE RAINS
PETER LORRE
in

ROPE OF SAND

L.
GAL WHO TOOK
WEST
March of Time

Cartoon, Tar With A Star
WED. - THURS.

and Fox News

Double Feature
WEI)

Till ft,

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

etitmes 1,1
*e WOO

41.

Iceek 061frilec.
CS-W:111

MR. BELVEDERE
GOES TO COLLEGE
Plus
SCOTT MAD%
in

NINA RIOI
moo rimmen•emew our
America No. 4 and Fox Nissw

CANON (IP,

mRS. CHARLES UPTON
ComPum ENTS FRIENDS
WITH FOUR O'CLOCK TEA
Mrs. Charles Upton entertained
friends at a f011r o'clock tea in
the home of Mrs. Guy Upton,
Sr.. on Highv:ay 94. September
17.
The hostess presented each of
the honored guests. Mrs. L. J.
Stoner. NIrs. W. P. Burnette,
Nfrs. J. R. Powell and Mt N.W.
Burnette with a lovely corsage
of pink carnations
The dining room was beautifully decorated with fall flowers.
A hand rnade lace cloth draped
the table. Flowers and ribbons.
to harmonize with the colorful
candles, flanked the crystal candle holders. The hostess was
graciously assisted by Mrs. Guy
Upton. Sr., and Jr.. with serving
the delectable refreshments.
Those present other than the
Mesdamel E. E.
lionoret
Bondurant. Clyde Burnette, Daisy Bondurant. H. P. Roberts,
Cecil Burnette. Roy Ballou, Buster Shuck. Nferitt Milner. Bob
Covington, Herschel Vernon,
Guy Upton, Sr . and Jr., and

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourseff,
for your family,
for your friends
. a picture
saYs more than
a thousand
v:ords!
Make an Appoint Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 (Anmercial
Phone 693

yroor Waved

HIGH WEDGES

le Black seeds, Red or Rom calf

1

ZIP LINES

jolgizetime

8.95

evr eoey•feellng wedges. fashion lffis your heels 3 inches
upward I Ks the new-shape wedge, tapered slim le, 1,ghl•
'moping in sewn and looking dainty while you dance Your
double-purpose rhoe...wonderful vokrel As seen in Voguei.

by NIary Lasie
Here's the
lined coat for
you . . . for
for
you
dash and spark
le wherever you
a fashion find ln pure
ool covateen.

Sie.es 8-18; Green, Grey, Wine.

ghop

Fulton

$44.98
OTHER COATS $25 TO MDR

The Leader Store

434 LAKE ST.
SEE OUR WINDOWS

$39.98

With Zip Lining,

FULTON
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f a 4 pounds, 8
. Jones Hospital.

ounce

and Mrs. ileal Frields an. the birth of an eight
four ounce son, David
born Saturday Septmber
r,,nes

Wai d• 0444
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To Stay"
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SCHOOL NEWS--

(continue

um page one)

SENIOR NEWS

N'S DELICATE
E NOW!

124

point was also added by Mann in
a line plunge. Again just before
the halt Mann took the ball al'ound left end to score his thir.
teenth point of the game. The
point after the touchdown was
incomplete. Collins scored fox
Fulton in the third quarter ano
Alarm added the extra point on
o line play. Freshman, Dawson
Huddleston, chalked up the last
touchdown for Fulton and a pass
to Bill McCollum was good for
the extra point.
The line play was fairly good
for the Bulldogs but looked ragged in spots. Jerry Forrest big
veteran right guard turned back
countless Dresden end
runs.
Dawson Huddleston played a
hard-driving game at full-back.
Friday night the Bulldogs play
the Greenfield, Tenn., team. The
Greenfield team is in a higher
bracket than the Dresden Lions
and the two teams are more evenly matched with neither team
having a great advantage
in
weight. Billy Browning, who was
out last week with an injured
arm, is expected to return to action Friday. The game will be
played in Greenfield.

l'ne Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

Piece Union City String Ensembly will Appear Here in Concert October 4-

The Union City String ensemble, which since its organization
about a year and a half ago has
grown from five to 25 talented
musicians from Fulton, Hickman
and Union City will present 2 con
certs in Union City, September
26 and 27 at the Waldron Theater
and on October 4th will appear
in Fulton for a concert at the

Woman's Club building at 8: p.m: for the large group.
The concerts will mark the
The agregation now consists of
orchestra's first appearance since! 25 leading musicians. A number
its initial recital last November ' of others have
applied for memwhich received a wide ovation.
bership and are now on the waitNo admission fee will be charg- ing list. The membership
will be
ed, but a free-will offering will re-opened after the
concerts and
be taken during intermission to the orchestra
expects to have a
help defray expenses of the con- company of 50
players within a
cert series and to provide music few months.

A new school year has begun
and if you happened to drop in
at Fulton High, you i.vould see
forty seven smiling Seniors. We
are glad to reach the rating of
a Senior and we are also very
proud of our hard working spon- I
sors, Miss Mary Royster and
Coach Ed Phipps
the best defensive and offensive , the steaks for last Friday's game.
Last Friday night was our]
player for each game. The Sen- • Congratulations to Jerry Forrest
a game for the sea- .
son and, as you all know, Wick's I iors are proud to say that one of and we certainly hope that the
Senior players will be well fed
Cafe is giving a free steak to our fellow classmates got one of
this season by Wick's. The other
boys of our class who saw action are: Jack Thorpe, Billy Holland, Jerry Johnson, Tom McKnight and Bob Crocker.
The thought of who is dating
whom has to enter a gossip column, so I'll try to let you in on
a few of their secrets.
cwt
$5.75
Porkmaker
It seems that N.S., A.L. and
$5.45 cwt
C.M., are a, "little on the lonely
35 Porkmaker
$4.35 cwt side" without W. M., S.M. and G.
20% Super laying mash
R. who graduated from F.H.S.
cwt last
$3.70
24', Milk maker
year.
$3.45 cwt
Everybody knows by now that
16% milk maker
$3.25 cwt J.F. and T.M. have had a little
20% Dairy feed _
trouble getting long lately. but
cwt
$2.75
__
feed
dairy
special
16%
v,,e hope they will soon patch
things up.
* ••
B.W.'s eyes always light up
$13.20 each
v.-hen you mention Mo., came
600 x 16 Knobby tires
on B.W. and let us in on who
2.06 each
600 x 16 heavy duty tubes
makes Missouri one of the best
gal..
$2.95
Permanent antifreeze ____
states you know.
95c gal.
I see P.G. going to the post ofMethanol antifreeze
fice everyday to mail a letter to
•* * •
San Diego, Calif., P.G. could it
a sailor you axe writing to?
$1.00 gal. beS.E.
Turpentine __
has a secret love in New
gal.
$2.50
Jersey, I hear. Cheer up, S.E.
Linseed oil
$2.70 gal. he'll be back in a month.
Red barn and roof paint __
and T.G. are still hitting
$9.75 gal. it R.H.
Outside white house paint
off.
B.L.B. has already made up
her mjnd that she is going to the
08c lb. University of Kentucky to colAll common nails __
B.L. who is in school at
10c ea. lege.
Hog rings (box of 100)
U.K. that makes you so anxious
35c ea. to go?
Hog ringers ______
I have heard that you can as'i
A.M. who Fulton's best football
player is and the immediate answer you will get is D.C.

Southern States Feeds

;Non Foundation
res Feet al these

I this new protection ot
ual airfoam •.cushions" at
arch, Storybook's thrifty
ving feet correctly fitted.

rIONAL
TEE!

T SHOP
PHONE 1360
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SOUTHERN STATES FULTON
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YE
SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH
AND THE TRUTH
SHALL MAKE YOU FREE
—Christ Jesus
Attend
a free lecture entitled—

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
THE WAY OF FREEDOM
By Arthur Perri' v, C. S., Chicago, 111.
Member of the Board of Lectureship
of The Mother Church, The
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
in Boston Massachusetts.

Lewis Polsgrove, Don Mann,
Bobby Copeland, Jerry Hawks,
and Harold Wiseman. So naturally we think the
Sophomores
helped win the game.
Now I guess you would like
to know a little about who is
going with whom. And y.ho
after whomi
P.M. is after a boy that goes
to Annapolis.
R. B. is still going strong with
J. S.
Who was that with D.L.P. last
Friday night? Could it have been
his "Old Flame" B.J.T. I sure
hope it was so she will leave certain other boys alone.
Who were the sailors B.D.,
J. H. and J. C. had dates with
not very -long ago?
By the way, we sur•J would
like to know where J.W. is getting all those good looking men
she is seen with.
Is it true that a handsome guy
is writing to L.H. trora Vanderbilt?

FRESMAN NEWS
Could it be J.P., M.S.H. has
been with so many times this
week? Don't keep secrets like
that from us, Martha.
M.D.W. had better tame those
roaming eyes of her's. They seem
to erected on a certain Sophomore.
Two boys from Water Valley,
Billy Pirtle and Dickie Gossum,
have recently been added to the
Freshman class.
Sonney Looney has been working hard this year but is it on
lessons.
Virginia Forrest, our pepie
cheerleader, is spending her time,
between games, watching South
Fulton. Why, Virginia?
What is the matter with B. B.
these days? Could it be girls,
lessons, or football? Come on
Bobby, tell us your troubles.
I wonder why Frederica Gib

David Sundwick of Fulton, Paul
Luton, Mrs. Thomas W. Jernigan
Mrs. Don A. Gardner, Martha
Scates, Louise Hancock of Fulton,
Bruce Dyer, Tomrny Phillips of
Fulton, Eleanor Colville, Geraldine Grissom, Mrs. Orville Manley, Jr., John Simmons, violinists.
Dorothy Ams, assistant pianist;
J. L. Glover, Miss Emma Sue

Maddox, violists; Miss Ann Dietzel, and King Davis of Hickman
ceollists. Standing are Conductor
Bishop, Mrs. Guy Jones, pianist,
Jere Doss and Dr. Don Gardner,
basses.
J. A. Howard, editor of the
Hickman Courier, and a violinist
with the local group, was unable
to be present when the picture
was taken.

son likes South Fulton so well
Mrs. Eva Cochran and daughtransfered from F.H.S.
ter, Mrs. Jimmy Mullinex and
little daughter, Mary Ruth have
Does V.M. have a boy friend returned from visiting relatives
or not? Tell us all about it or in Gleason, Tenn.
we will find out anyway.
this year. Could it be someone
Phone 470 for Job Printing.

Meet the folks ot the

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street

Ann Whitnel

Ralph Breeden

Licensed Funeral Director

Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88

.111.111EM

We Are Moving
to our temporary location on
Fourth Street

JUNIOR NEWS
What three Junior giAs are
buying out the post office for
stamps to write certain Fultonian sailors? Could it be K.M.,
M.F. and B.J.G.
L.S.S.'s favorite theme song
peems to be '‘Near You" since
M.C. came home on furlogh.
B.S. and B.M. really enjoy English class. Wonder why?
Say, N.W., who is it going to
be B.B. or J.T.

John Bishop, talented Union
City High School band instructor and recently-elected choir
director of the First Methodist
church, is the conductor.
Members of the orchestra pictured above from left to right are
as follows: (seated) Miss Willie
Belle Mayes, Jerry Warmuth,
Roma Satterfield of Fulton, Mrs.

Across from The Bob White Motor Co.

SOPHOMORE NEWS

CLOSED THIS WEEK

There are nineteen girls and
sixteen boys in Fulton High
who are very proud to say that
they are Sophomores. We have
one new girl, Yvonne Fleming
and one new boy, Jerry Thomas.
We have elected home room
Mothers for the boys and girls.
They are: Mrs. Bob White and
Mrs. Sterling Bennett for the
girls and Mrs. Victor Vogeli and
Cecil Wiseman for the
Mrs.
boys.
The entire class is proud erf
the boys who played football last
Friday night. There were: Dee

Due To Moving Operations. We Will Reopen Next Week
In Our Other Location.

IN OUR NEW,TEMPORARY LOCATION we will again
show a line of appliances, furniture and household needs as
in the past.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 19 -- 8:00 P. M,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION BUILDING
University of Tennessee Junior College

DO YOU NEED

We cordially invite all of our old customers in to see us
in our new location. We will be stocked with plenty of extragood values in furniture, appliances and household needs.

MOTOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-UP?

MARTIN, TENNESSEE
—Let--

$39.98
$44.98

Christian Science Society
Fulton, Kentucky

TO naBll

Store
FULTON

WILSON'S GARAGE
do it for you.

All Are Cordially Invited

Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Phone 332-J

Fulton, HY.

•••

f.ULTON tlt-ErfilidfIJANITUflt co.
41t.••• FULTON,KY ••••
319-393 WALNUT ST ••• Sitite/Se/elal-c" c
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
The revival closed Saturday
night at the State Line Mission
with one saved. Rev. Douglas of
Milan brought some fine messages. He is now in a revival at
Felicana; two
the Mission at
miles east of Water Valley, on
the Pilot Oak road. Rev. Douglas invites his friends to attend
these services each evening at
7:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Suttcin,
Robert, Steven, and Francea
spent while Sunday morning
with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
Why Bake Pie?
Mrs. Hubert Boulton underwent a major operation at the
Give Ours A Try!
Fuller Gillum Hospital in Mayfield Thursday morning and is
Here's real home-made flavor
doing nicely.
without the chore of home
Little Robert Sutton is sufferbaking! Apple, berry, mince, ing from a bad case of poison ivy
school
cream-filled ... other pies fa- and has had to be out of
few days.
Jore! Stop by for one at for a
Mr. Rupert Brow.der has reUNDERWOOD'S.
turned home from the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis after two
major operations and is improv
ing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
BAKERY
n
attended church at the Missio
Fulton
2117 Commercial
Sunday aftertioon and in Cayce
at their evening service.
Phone 126
Mrs. Ellis Phillips visited with
relatives in Fulton on MondaN

UNDERWOOD

Fnendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

r

C Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV STA

1

Dukedom highway

Phone 68

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM

IF NT 11 VI 11 11
11111.1.11111111titill.111

OF II 11 11I if

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:
•

It's open season on Welsh rabbit. You can't miss when you
serve golden cheese sauce over
toasted English muffin for a new
taste treat. This popular bread
rates tops in nourishment, too,
for, made with enriched flour, it

of the past week.
J. P. Sutton and Shirley Boaz
were married on September 10
at Corinth, Miss., J. P. is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton and Mrs. Sutton is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Boaz.
Both families live north of Fulton. At the present time. tn.?.
young couple are living with the
bride's parents.
Charles Sisson has been absent
from school because of an upset
stomach.
Robert Sisson is ill with poison
ivy. He got the poison ivy on
the school grounds at Logston
School.

The Missing Heir
Now Cannot Find
Estate Left Him

Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.
20'1 PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

Fairbanks-Morse

"A Name worth Remembering"

Water Systems

out where the first broadcast
originated from, he imagines he
is at his row's end.
A sister at Mayfield also made
a trip to Oklahoma, and says she
also was unable to find out anything. Meanwhile, Jimmie sits
anxiously beside his radio each
night in hopes of again catching
something on the story that he is
wanted as a missing heir.
—The Commercial Appeal.

— See Us For —

o
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladin
rd
orcha
clover, certified and uncertified; Red top,
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _

TREAT TO EAT

serving breakfast to a Navy chief
Two Japanese honsegirls are shown
There is no talk about the high
petty officer and his family in Japan.
the
than one hundred Navy families at For
cost of living among the morender,
Activities, Yokosuka.
Fleet
Comnia
the
of
rters
Headqua
froth five to seven rooms
twenty-seven dollars a month they occupy
telephones, refrigerators and
furnished complete with electric ranges. ity, known as the Griffin
houseboys. Features of the Navy commun
a modern department store,•
Park Housing Area,.. include schools,sabot.
(Oficial U.S. Navy Photograph)
well-stocked commissary and a beauty

sr

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

• WATER SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

PHONE 620

409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

H. E. GRIGGS

Custom Grinding and Mixing

11 11 11 11 Ilf 'IBA/ 'III lt
II J1. Mi.
It II 11 II
111 .11

Phone 1199-R—Fulton Hiway
Union City, Tenn.

Goop CoMPANioN!

Mississippi Plantation Life:
For a smooth riding whiskey.
pick up 93 proof Bond &
Lillard! Its congenial Kentucky goodness is mighty
easy to take. It's been a
favorite with companionable men for over 80 years!

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
I was blessed to be at Pleasant
Valley M.B.C. pastored by the
Rev. Raymond of Shelby. Scripture lesson read by Deacon
Johns. Hymn lead by the choir.
Prayer by Bro. Perry Wade.
Rev. Hanklin offered a prayer
after the ushers did their duty.
Rev. Gray and Sister Willie
Thrash of Chicago, Ill., lifted the
public collection, the sum of
$10.60, then Sister Thrash sung.

James Moseley (Jimmie) Dyer,
Martin Indian, returned Saturday from a trip to Oklahoma
where a reputed fortune awaits
him.
Jimmie "went West," but came
back disappointed, discouraged
and without a "pot of gold."
Dyer reports that the authorities in the Indian territory aAccurate
round Muskogee, Okla., advised
him to find out the source of the
WORKMANSHIP
broadcast that Dyer heard over
At Low Cost
a Cincinnati radio station, just
Watches, °locks and Time
which netv,-ork broadcast the information etc., and then he would Pieces of All Kinds Accuratehave no trouble tracing the re- ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
port down.
ANDREWS
Martin,
Dyer, handyman of
who is characterized by his pushJewelry Company
ing a two-wheel cart about town
daily, and who resides in a humble house and section of town,
has been seeking information for
three months, foilowing his hearing a broadcast late one Saturday night, stating that a "missing heir," James Moseley Dyer
was being sought after a rich
Indian uncle had died in the
West, leaving him a vast estate,
money and ranch already stocked with cattle.
Jimmie has been unable to find
any facts regarding the broadcast, although several other people heard it also. It would appear that it was a network relay, perhaps transcribed, and he
also knows he did have an Indian
uncle in the West, but, over
many years of disconnection, all
trace was lost. He knows his uncle's name, but not where he
resided.
Authorities in Muskogee told
—1
I Jimmie that no one by the name
had died in the territory; that he
evidently had .moved out of the
reservation long ago and established himself; and if this be the
case, they would have no record of it now.
His fortune hunt seems to be
futile. He said unless he can find

"Uniformly Fins
Since 1869"
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KENTUCKY
WHISKEY
—A BLEND

Web

11 Y. • 65% GRAIN CIEUTRAL SPIRITS
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP , NEW YORK,

Count the

FISHER BODY
IIVILING AND LUXURY

and you'li choose

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
"Buck Bushart"

U. S. Navy Family at Home in *Nippon

Enriched bread should have a
is a good source of essential Bpart in every reducing diet bevitamins and iron.
cause it supplies protein, iron,
mfood energy, and three B-vita
If you're dieting to lose weight, ins—thiamine, niacin, and ribofit
cut down on total calories, but
flavin—to help keep you
keep menus high in protein and
g.
reducin
while
essential vitamins and minerals.

EXTRA V4LUES

LIQUERS

Depot Street

The Pleasant Valley of Miss.
raised for the Pleasant Valley
of Chicago the sum of $1.50. Rev.
Gray opened the door of the
church and received one in person of Sister Mattie Perry by letter. Dr. Watts lined a hymn. Solo
by Mrs. Missouri Taylor.
My husband and I are now
picking on our third bale of
cotton. We has plenty to pick and
that is one God's blessing. My
folks of Chicago stopped into
see me, the Rev. and Mrs. J. H.
Irvin.
My cat died and left 3 kittens
and I got a puppy and he has
not never been a mother nut
now she is taking care of them.

Fulton

FISHER UNISTEM
BODY CONSTRUCTION

CHEVROLET

5-INCH WIDE-BASE
WHEELS plus LOWPRESSURE TIRES

BRAKES
with DUBL-LIFE RIVETLESS
BRAKE LININGS

Values
yours
ively
exclus
are
olet!
Chevr
in
cost
lowest
at
EXTRA

Fleellee De am 4-Don Sedan

Get the cash from us to pay scattered bills and cut payments
as much as one-half. Have only one payment to make each
month instead of several. We'll welcome the opportunity to
show you how we can reduce your payments.

7ide Cult 20-714sed Refraysteat Pays
Yes, you can take as long as 20-months to repay your loon.
We'll arrange paymeltts to fit your income. Phorm or come In
Sodayl

artiehgaie FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
STORE
NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE
E 1252
PHON
ST.
UT
WALN
311
FULTON

Gi

the rids A
coil no

i:er

it
"
h file sr 'w
Privilege, b.
.;
Premyrnena'.
'
us for din/ new t
.P
prepgred by the
the field, The 0111Y,T...
Life Assurance Society.

LONGEST, HEAVIIST CAR
IN ITS FIELD, with
WIDEST TRIAD

EXTRA ECONORDCAL
TO OWN—OPERAT1-.
MAINTAIN

WORLD'S
CHAMPION
'JULYS-IN-HEAD INGINS

CENTIR-POINT
STURING

CITY MOTOR COMPANY

Atkins, Holman & Fields
Insurance — Loans
i toi
Firrx
Kentucky
wimmi

CURVED
WINDSHIELD-.
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

110 Lake Street
We're featuring

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38

—int "ALL ABOARD FOR VALUES UNLIMITED!"
Chevrolet Super-Service Specials all this month

tptember 23, 1949
bread should have a
be-_,
every reducing diet
iron,
t supplies protein,
B-vitamrgy, and three
ribomine, niacin, and
fit
to help keep you
ducing._
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ited Mrs. Jimmie Jones in Mcvate dock facility is unsatisfac- 1 California, are the guests of Mrs
house Thursday evening. Miss of Akron, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. I Connell one afternoon last week. ery.
PILOT OAK
On next Saturday night, Sept. tory, Mr. Swann emphasized thel Elizabeth Milner. and other relaSarah Stark received the prize Noah McNatt spent Monday with Mrs. Jones is still confined to
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Black- for being the prettiest girl pres- Mr, and Mrs. Jim Raines.
her bed from a broken limb sev- 24, members of the Salem Church docks here would become a mod- I tives.
will meet to call a pastor. Rev. el for the Southeastern states. I Miss Betty Boyd Be,pnett, tains
Air and Mrs. Richard Lowry, eral weeks ago.
burn and farniiy, Mr. and Mrs. ent. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive reIn 'addition to the docks, the is attending business school in
Whit Blackburn of McKenzie, ceived a prize for the best look- Mr. and Mrs. Eldon King attendMr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall spent Jack McClain offered his resigweekend
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry ing couple and Fred Cashon won ed the base ball game in St.1 Saturday in Hornbeak with rel- nation but he will remain until park area will have a capacious Memphis, spent the
the church secures a pastor.
lodge, containing a restaurant, with her mother, Mrs. Boyd hes-were Sunday guests of Mr. and a prize for being the lasiest man Louis, Sunday.
.
Robert Waggoner, Jimmie Alpresent.
The task of tobaccd housing is assembly room capable of serv- nett.
Mrs. John Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Arch Brown and
and h'id
Joe Brown left last week for
',
f P
just about finished in and a- ing meetings or civic clubs, play.,
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Scott of len Lowry, Marion Taylor
Mrs. Mae Taylor spent Monday
Casey attended the show guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pitts round this area, both air-cured grounds, etc.
Camden, Ark., to assume his dutwith her dad, Lee Olive and sis- Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Powell Junior
Webb, Mrs. Lee James of Duke- in Mayfield, Monday evening.
last week. Mrs. Brown is a sis- and dark-fired. The quality is
The recreation area will have ies as manager of the Mste•
ter, Mrs. Lillie Garden.
reported to be very good and concrete swimming pools, Mr. Theatres. Mrs. Brown and dar ;tater of Mrs. Pitts.
Mrs. Frank Morris, Mrs. Fred doin and Mr. and Mrs. Deward
ter will join him later.
Mrs. R. R. Castleman and Mrs. curing is now taking place.
Swann said.
LATHAM
Waggoner, Mrs. Edwin Carr, Mrs. Wilson visited Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Browder enJohn B. Castleman of Hickman
It has been announced that a
ROSCOe Williams, Mrs. B. G. Raines Sunday afternoon.
There are 350 acres of TVAUNION
BIBLE
AND
Mr. and Mrs. Allie avA large crowd was present
Lowry and Mrs. Everett Carr,
Cor. .,. spent Tuesday with Mrs. Nell Stewardship Service will be held owned land in the proposed de- tertained
Morrison,
C.
W.
Mrs.
Rogers
at Salem church Thursday night velop.ment, Mr. Taylor said, and er and Miss Pearl Milner of
attended Annual Day at May- Sunday at the home of Natt Cas•
e
in
patient
a
is
Ivy
Nettie
Mrs.
Keatst.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Treece cele- , September 29. The guest speaker Mr. Swann added it is hoped ad- Glendale, Calif.. at
ey when they honored him with
field, Friday.
the Fulton Hospital this week.
brated their Golden Wedding An- will be Rev. Cayce Pentecost of ditional land adjoining could be Lake Monday.
A large crowd attended the a birthday dinner.
a
had
Williams
Burse
Mrs.
niversary Sunday at the home of Dresden. The church urges
Mr. and Mrs. Guedry Raines
all turned over to the state for use
lairs. Ivora Parham has ta
"Bandana Supper" at the school
major operation at the Fulton their
Mrs.
granddaughter,
on the a- in the park.—Parisian.
dismissed from the Fulton Ho."iHospital last Monday and is very ' Charles Wilson at Cottage Grove, members to worship
bove date.
tal.
ill at this writing.
Tenn. There were 36 present, inMrs. Sue Schoe is visiting I -ILeander Nelson is picking the
Among the number leaving for eluding their children, grandchilwith his newatives in Mayfield.
college this week are: Shirley . dren and great grandchildren. A crops of pop corn
mechanicalRev. Robert C. Clingman
B. A. Ross is convalesing after
Carney, Wilma Lou Stow, Ger- i deilicious dinner was served at ly purchased outfit,
pick the crops several weeks illness in the Ful- Louisville and J. C. Williams •,f
ald Stow and Joe Shanklin to ' noon. Pictures were taken of the ly equipped to
Paducah were weekend guetas
rapidly. He is doing a neat job ton Hospital.
J i
f T
.'t
U
,7,1`k
honored guests in the afternoon. assisted by his son, Jimmy Lee.
of Mr. and Mrs. L. As
and
Roper
and
Allie
Mrs.
Mr.
go
will
College. J. C. Shanklin
Mr. and Mrs. Treece are seventy
son, Billie, Miss Pearl Milner of Glendale, Central Avenue.
and
Puckett
Roy
med
ore
take
to
to Memphis
old and the parents of J T. Puckett, Clifton Cherry and
en- two years
studies and Paul Harwood
hiq seni„, Mrs. Bob Pitts of Pierce, Tenn.
Billie Westmoreland attended
tor
IVIurray
!erect
the ball game in St. Louis Sunyear.
day. The Cardinals won by a
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Jim Etheridge of Detroit is
score of 15-3. Some tall tales are '
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
•asiting his relatves, Mrs. Belle
being told by these National
Blackard and Mrs. Eire.Grffin
We have been enjoying this League fans.
MACHINE OPERATORS
this week.
a
after
weather
such
nice cool
fully
has
Lassiter
Lesie
Little
, hot summer
Several attended the singin
Experienced or Inexperienced
'
recovered from a rather severe
Latham last Sunday night. Air.
week.
two
suffered
he
celd
visited
Apply At The Office Of
fionert Reed announced that , Mrs. Bertha Rickman
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Harris
singing will continue through the Mrs. Ruth Rickman one clay last
fine
a
of
parents
happy
the
are
winter months every third Sun • week.
''"efe"G"
4°(°
‘I\ Ur to„pool
i
of
Saturday shoppers in Mayfield young lad who. made his arrival
Liy night.
several days ago.
too*" esel ,pee
Mrs Jessie Cummings of De- were Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor
Fulton, Ky.
Fourth Street
Donald Hastings leaves tonight
her son, Bolsi- and Joyce and Mr. and Mrs. J.P.
is
trod
visiting
1
't1.
•6°
Ind., where he AllimMommor
for
Princeton,
tow' %enalest
girls.
and
Gwen
releother
and
mit. Cummings
of pop
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House vis- will dcliver a truck load
tives this week.
Some fancy prices are becorn.
Wray
Earl
•ti4:.sil:;%
Mrs.
en.d
.
Mr
Club
ited
Baseball
undige
Thu
received for this delicacy reiAs Low As
came to Bible Uninn last Friday Sunday. Other guests were Mr. ing
by many Americans.
i1/1(1 played a winning game. Th2 and Mrs. Boaz House and Mrs. ished
tr,o)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell,
$69.95
You Are C'ordially rn• ited To Visit
score was 7-5. They will rneei a- Lola Gardner.
spent
Bro. and Airs. McMinn and Don and Judy of Paducah
gain this week.
parentst
her
with
Sunday
Everything is going fine Ise Paul were supper guests of Air.
ani .nci Mrs. Ed Frields.
BUY
ward our fair. We nave a nee and Mrs. Everett Carr
YOU
BEFORE
EI
solleetion of prizes. The fair Charles Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates cailw11 be on October 14 and the
"West Kentucky's Narest and Most Modern"
local men will present the Worn- ud on Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleanless Wedding. Don't miss this. ton Sunday.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Fulton
212 Church St.
Mrs. N. B. Casey were Mr. and
N
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
PIERCE STATIO
Contract-letting at Paris LandAirs. Edd Casey, Mr. and Mrs. J.
within five
Mrs. Charles Lowe, Cor.
D. Yates, Mrs. Addie Casey, Mr. ing Park may begin
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
Rev. Robert Moore filled his and Mrs. Guy Casey and fam- weeks, according to S. C. Taylor,
In West Kentucky
Most Complete Steck
regular appointme,nt at John- ily, Mr. and Mrs. Juitman Casey, director of state parks.
Mr. Swann said the park is past
sons Grove Sunday morning and Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates, Mrs.
WRAY WARD
HAPPY HOGAN
JAMES LONG
night. He and Mrs. Moore we're Ancie Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Leon the proposal stage and the cash is
dinner guests ,of Mr. and Mrs. McBee, Mr. and Mrs. Newell New ready for construction work to
William Long and Mr. and Mrs. ton and Billy, Jimmy Yates, Jim- begin. He said S200,000 would
for
R. A. DcMyer.
mie Lov.Tev, Junior Casey, and be spent on dock facilities
Located on Church Street
Horace Bennett and family '''f Misses Maggie Yates, Lila Mae small boats.
"We intend to create the most
Huntingdon and Homer Bennett Casey, Bula Moore, Margaret
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
of Fulton were Sunday guests CraWford, Bettie Casey, Joyce outstanding small boat fresh watPhone 237
States,
United
the
442 Lake Street
in
harbor
er
Peggy
of Mr. and Mrs. Sut Bennett.
and
Taylor Ruby Malray
at the park here," Mr. Swann
,
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall and Casey.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
'
that when the
family spent Sunday with Air.
Sunday was Mr. Casey's birth- said. He added
will
it
I and Mrs. Moulton Gambill orr day, we -Wish for him many more work is completed here,
have cost "about $1.000,000.
the Martin Highway.
birthdays.
Pointing out the average priMrs. Jessie Raines of Kenton
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen, Sue
is spending a few days with her , and Jane visited Mr. and Mrs.
daughter. Mrs. Jack Lowe.
Chester Owen, Peggy and Caro'Fulton, Kentucky
Carr and Third Streets
Ben Williams of Hickman len of Sedalia Sunday.
- Mr. and Airs. O. F. Taylor and
Sunspent Saturday night and
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
day with his. sister, Mrs. Claude . Alarion were the Sunday dinner
Jones and family.
PHONE 7
, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Mrs. Mattie Rogers spent Sun- Carr and Charles
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
daisher
with
day in DyerSburg
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
ehter, Mrs. Lester Alford and Ale and Mrs. J. E. Finley attendDirector and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
family.
I preaching at the tent near Jim
MRS. J. C. YATES
• Cuba high•
Rev. Bob Hampton of Freed . e(
home on tne
Ainchells
Lady Assistant
:lardeman College, George Tune way Sunday night.
Contract Funeral Home
and Andy Hampton of Troy were; Becham Vaughan who was sick
for
supper guests of Mr. and Aiss.• a few days last week is much imWyatt Hall.
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
' proved.
Mr and Mrs. Bob Delalyer visJ. J. McNatt is not feeling so
well at this time.

asks you to See

PERSONALS

incertified; Ladino
I; Red top, orchard
le grass. _
ats, Balboa Rye.
lover.
D FERTILIZERS

the secrets that make a

NORGE 01L-BURNING
HOME HEATER
\, yourIZT13UY!

HELP WANTED

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO„ INC.

S & SEEDS
PHONE 620
Grinding and Mixing

HAPPY'S MUIR STORE

NORGE

McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY

i

PARK FOR PARIS

LiQuORS

WI NEs

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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AUSTIN

NEW low-cost HEATER gives
MORE HEAT with LESS OIL!

FISHER UNISTEIL
SOD1 CONSTRUCTION

SPRINGS

Mrs. Carey Frields, Cor.
Dan, young son of Rev. and
Mrs. Jack McClain, has been ill
with pneumorha for the past
week but at this time he is
making progress towards recov-

0-

•
; For Wood, Cement
• and Concrete Floors •
•

95
$119

DOWT1
As $18
Payments
As LittleWeekly
Small

5-INCH WIDE-BASE
WHEELS plus LOWPRESSURE TIRES
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ROYAL HEATER
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FOR THIS GENUMEP FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED
1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Power-Air Blower
Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!

No,/
CERTI-SAFE BRAKES
with DUBL-LWE RINIETLESS
BRAKE LININGS

CENTER-POINT
STIRRING

Power-Air Saves up to 25%
Here's a genuine, full-sire Duo-Therm ...
a circulating heater that's BIG in everything
but price. Just look at these features:
1. Power-Air Blower keeps more warm air
in circulation, gives uniform floor-toceiling heat. Saves up to 25% on fuel oil
by actual testi Only Duo-Therm has itl
2. Duo-Therm's Exclusive Burner mixes just
the right iunounts of air and fuel oil for
clean, efficient heat. You get more bees
firm every drop ql oilI
3. A Spocial Waste-Stopper is built right
in! This fuel saver helps keep the heat

from flying up the fine —trstnafers more
heat into your home.
4. Finger Tip Control Dial gives you work- .
less, dirtless heat at the turn of a dial.
You can adjust the heat to meet your
1111010 needs.
You get all these famous Dno-Therm performance features with the Duo-'Therm
Royal. You get them for very fete dollars!
Come in and see us now and solve your
beating problems for years to come. Cogtrenient credit eau be arranged to sulk Your
budget.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.
/14.2
t VALUES UNLIMITED!"

Fulton, Ky.

It's easy to make your Roars look
like new with Plorbide, tINe tough,
•lastio, wear-resistant Floor
Enamel. You'll Ilk• the way ft
works, the way it looks and best
Me way It lasts. Comas In
of
9 durable colors, Block and White.

$5.14 Gal.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
210 Church St.

Phone 909

Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
features you get with Hotpoint!

MOOR RS-3I

•fast-starting Caked* Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt HI-Speed Broiled

• Oven Rack Guide & Broiler Measure!

Those big savings
you've wonted oris
HERE! Come In now—
see Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and H^ r •

• Acid-resisting tap, porcelain flnishl

Laundry Apf

• 1-piece body, all-steel construction!
• Deepwell Cooker•Cooking Charti

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Alain St.

Fulton, Ky.

1
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HENRY orl:.SIEGEL-CITY

and daughter and L. J. Williams
spent Sunday with W. A. Rowland and Allie.
Attie Elliott attended Sunday
School and church Sunday at
McClures Chapel.
We have vcedding bells r_inging in the "A" Section.
Miss Vada Walker and George
Golden were married last Thursday afternoon at three o'clock.
They left for a short honeymoon.
Mrs. Golden plans to be back to
work very soon.
The 10-A Section .is happy to
see 011ie Cannon back at work
and we all want to thank Ruth
Lewis for carrying on 011ie's
part while she was away on a
leave of absence.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Thompson
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Thompson of Palmersville.
They also attended church at
Old Bethel.

had supper Tuesday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins.
Mary Nell Page and daughter
had supper Tuesday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress and
Patricia.
Seems to me its a little early
for Christmas wishes, but I hear.'
a good one the other day. W. D.
.
Winstead says all he wants frt'
Christmas is his two front teeth.
Henry, we are awfully glad
you decided to stay with us.

ty, personal director of the
YWCA at Miami, Fla., were Saturday night guests of Miss Ann
Whitnel on Eddings street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell left
Monday for a visit with his StFter, Mrs. Janet Parfitt, They will
also visit in Maimi and other
points of interest.
Mrs. Raymond Pewitt
carried last week to Nashville,
Tenn., where she was admitted
to Vanderbilt Hospital. Her room
is 4705.

Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
Fulton, Kentucky
DURING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
THE SECOND and FOURTH
MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY,7:30 P. M.

guests of Mrs. Catherine Under
SECTION B
wood.
Nettie Lee Copelen
Just to reniind the members
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Greer, Sr.
Mrs. Sam Homra and children
Ltx:al 560 about the pot
Mae Carter, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. of the
PERSONALS
of Steele. Mc«, have returned to
Friday night, SepNEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
supper
luck
Bill
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Dunning
Dr. C. C. Counce of Western their home after several days
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR
Dunrung spent Saturday night at tember 23.
State Hospital, Hopkinsville and with Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Homra
SECTION
10-A
Kentucky Bend.
street.
Norman
on
Lav'erKathryn
Miss
niece,
her
Williams
Nellie
Mr. and Mrs. Joe French had
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cheatham
aF their Sunday night supper
and Randell Gene
guests, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Cas- Dorothy Ann
in
afternoon
tleman, son and daughter and spent Sunday
Mrs. Jarnes Parks and son, Ray. Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Alderdice
Mrs. Jaunita Robertson was
with
hostess to a lovely dinner Mon- and childrerspent Sunday
Cheatham
day for the following: Jewell Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
MARY NELL PAGE
Buck, Elizabeth Murrell, Kath- on East State Line.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Matheny
Mike . Conovan, one of the
erine Terrell, Sue Boaz, Margaret
Maxwell, Hettie Burrow, Lillie spent Saturday night with Mr. players with the Fulton Baseball
Club. is now an employee on the
Mae Hav,ics, Jaunita Brockwell, and Mrs. E. J. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Campbell shipping floor at Siegel City. I
Elizabeth French and Elsie Robvisited.
and little son of 'Detroit
was talking to Mike one' clay this
Rirtson.
W. O. Greer, Jr., and Russell in the home of NIr. and Mrs. week and he told me about a
game he played in last Sunday.
Memphis spent Tomrilie Moore last Thursday.
Singleton of
Mrs. Edd Starcher of Akron is He was playing with a team from
Thurs.day night with the formopposite
Tenn..
er's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. spending her vacation with Mrs. Waynsboro.
Tommie Moore of near Pilot Oak. The Monsanto Team from CoVreer, Sr., of Highlands.
his lumbia, Tenn. The team with
Dave Hughes celebrated
Lillie Mae Hawks and daughter spent the weekend with Mr. sixty-fifth birthday Sunday in whom Mike was playing won
.
his home at Hickman.
with a score of 4-2. Mike only
and Mrs. R. D Maxwell.
ancl Mrs. Robert Workman gave up four hits with no earned
weekend in Paducah.
the and Butch spent Sunday with her runs. Also, th.is team hzs mostly
Nelda Matheny spent
Mrs. Eunice Harrison spent father and mother in Hickman. players that have played class
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Whit- "A" baseball, and have onlY
- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Abe
lock and Paula spent Sunday been' defeated four times.
Dublin.
After talking to Mike a few
Mrs. Chester Bryant entertain- with Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Thorpe.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne McClure minutes. you can readily see thr,'.
ed several of her friends with a
McClure
Parker
baseball is a favorite subject of
dinner Wednesday. The guest list and son, Mrs.
included: Laura Matthews, Jew- and Donna visited Sunday after- his. He was very proud of winMcMrs.
of
home
the
in
ning and we are proud for him.
ell Buck, Willena Veatch, Dor- noon
othy Stephenson, Imogene John- Clure's sister, Mrs. Aubrey Bon- We are looking forward very
durant.
much to seeing Mike pitch tor
:atom Isabelle Hale, Leola
Mrs. Georgia Neely visited Mrs Fulton next year.
:tyre, Doris Pearcy and Louise
Darrel Wilson Sunday afternoon
Jaurns.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins
Martha Luther doesn't drink who is ill at her mother's Mrs. spent Sunday jn Murray visiting
.voca colas except when certain Cleve Work.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Laird and Stubblefield.
people buy them for her.
Edward Hamon was in Padu•
Frances Lee Jones spent the son spent Sunday with Mr. and
It's your big chance to win
ymeekend in Halls, Tenn., and at- Mrs. Ula Laird of Dukedom.
cah Friday on business.
Paulette and Michael Brown
tended the wedding of Mildred
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Simcn
one of these 700 prizes!
spent Saturday night with Mr. visited Mr. and Mrs. Barmr.T
Chilcuck's daughter.
Several of Laura Matthew's Cloyce Brown.
Yates Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Barron
friends gave her a going away
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexandef
dinner Thursday in the home of spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. spent the weekend with her parblank finish this statement ;-• cars
1. Drive to any Ford Dealer disrho fositioo Coe of rho YHA
of
Dyer.
Barron
D.
J.
Martha Luther. Those present
ents,-Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mc
and trucks should be safety cnecked
playing poster shown below
honored
White
Harold
Mrs.
Doris
.
were. Helen Matthews,
periodically because..
4-door Custom V-8 Ford Sedans, equipped
Daniel of Crystal. Tenn.
2. Get a Free Car-Satety Check 4. Mall entry before midnight,
with Radio "Magic Air" Heater, OverFiearcy, Martha Grimes, Ger- her little daughter, Rita, on her
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle visFree Satety Insignia and Free Entry October 31 to Ford Car-Satety ConThe ited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
drive, and White Sidewall /fres.
trud Bennett, Millie Gray, Net- second birthday Sunday.
Blank.
test Headquarters, Box #722, Chicago
tie Lee Copelen, Amber McAl- guest list included: Carolyn, Bon- Ben Holland of Water Valiey
3. In 50 words or less on entry 77, Illinois
ister, Ruhyl3cTer, Gladys Ross, nie, Martha and Harry Dean Sunday afternoon. They will
(Oormrs of say make of ear or &opal may seise contest)
„Lomita Gantt)” 1, Jewell Buck, White.
make their home with Mr. and
Mrs. George Newhill visited Mrs. Holland for a few weeks
Edna Hale, Vivian Murphy, Mae
Leos! loNger
Bones NO
(a) Use only official entry one entry per car or truck may
her sister, Mrs. William Foster until their new home in the
be considered. Ail entries
Carter and Marie Moore.
blank obtained at any Ford
(Opteenol)
Ford
of
Dealership displaying the become the property
Laura Matthews and Amber Sunday.
Country Club Court is finshed.
General Duty Model F-5, V-8 engine,
poster shown below. Print Niotor Company. Contest subMr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert
',McAlister quit Friday. Amber is
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates
stake body, 158-inch wheelbase FORD
ject to Federal, Suite and
and address clearly.
name
:going to business school in Pa- enjoyed the picture show at the visited his mother, Mrs. Aucie
to
and
conTrucks equipped with Radio and "Magi•
(b) Contest limited to conti- local regulations
Wingo Yates in Pilot Oak Sunday afteraducah and Laura is going to keep Drive-In-Theatre near
test rules on entry blank.
Optional as prizes to this top 5 of the 25 car wins
Heater.
Air"
Alaska.
and
S.
„
1
1,
nental
night.
Bill.
Sunday
Jrause for Rpor
noon. ,
h•
ners who specify preference for truck on Contest Entry Blank.
fie) Prizes as stated on entry (d) NVinners' narnts will not
Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland
Forrest Gilbert anl
Mrs. H. W. Ruddle, mother of
blank, will be awarded on the posted at all Ford Dealers'
5ttloore were Sunday afternoon and son, Mr. and Mrs. Masters I Bobby Ruddle, is improving af1949.
basis of sincerity, originality later than December 1,
ter undergoing a major operaand aptness. Judges' decisions (e) Contest is open to all
are final. Duplicate prizes in residents of United States,
tion at-the Haws Hospital Wedcase of ties. Entries must be except employees of Ford
nesday of last week.
submitted in the name of the Motor Company. Ford DealMr. and Mrs. Henry Davis and
ioy
registered owner or his desig- ers, their arlvertng
family spent Sunday with his
nated representative, Only or their fair.parents, Mr. and .Mrs. B. L. Davis near Austin Springs.
Enter FORD'S
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
000

/*a*AzMeAil

25/YEWFOROS

5NEwAeokuar

-

with Siegler 5-way automatic furnace type oil heater!

Does
fesignio free!

ONLY IN SIEGLER
WILL YOU FIND THE

of Success and
Happiness?

ME HEATER WITH
THE HEAT TURES.
Doirhle the heating
news... double dr
loofa forted from
meg drop of

/ORM

Here's new hope for tht hard of hearMg. Thousands have discovered that !
a Beltone hearing aid restores them to
normal business and social life ... j
I Slips them hear clearly again without
strain. The tiny one-unit Be!tone is so
easy to wear. No separate battery
pack. No dangling battery wires.
Unsurpassed for power and clarity.

FREE—TROPICAL FLOOR HEAT!
Crff

FREE RUILT-IN
WEGLERMATIC DRAFT
sifter ANA!cod TAO Akiitional
— MINIUM 1.t
••• if hull,
t l'eeit oons

Pe.
sot we.

Drive in today! Get your Free Safety Check, Get your Entry Blank!

Mayfield Highway

111111111.1111E
NEATMAKEr

tol beater
and hotdoesn't delnet more
floor than
ter heat eve the
healer
ANY temptable sae
regardless al make or once.
bath.
you get your money

•••••

.....

SAIINGS &NOS
/00 $/00 US.
SAV/NGS 80NOS
.200-$50 i/SSAIINGS &war
350 V.,5 IISSAwevos Bavas

Loss of
Hearing J. V. CASH MOTOR CO.
RobYou
itt this retractive
reflector

Before you buy
any heater...
,apen the door
sad look inside!

you! Slegler

)$100, Conies
Seferf

.25 si000 as.

No Button
in the Ear

10 rHE BOTTOM Or 1. COLD 1.1.0rOP IrrrODLEIN

You get everything you've ever wanted
in an oil heater when you get a Siegler!
You get appearance, compactness, furnace-volume full-house beating! It circulates heat off the top ... radiates heat off
sides, front and back! It floods heat,
ankle-high over the floors. And, thanks
to the new, patented Sieglermatic Draft
.. you get constant, uniform heat!Compare Siegler with any oil heater .. re.
gardless of make or pried It's sturdier
- .. it's porcelain-finished ... it has the
exclusive"Two-In-One Heatmaker"-813
&vim Tubular beater inside!

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY

Fuiton

*

Phone 42

CONTEST CLOSES OCT. 31

MAKE YOUR CAR RUN LIKE
NEW WITH A
eig)
Rana l
* COMPLETELY TORN DOWk
AND REBUILT TO PRECISION
STANDARDS

Hide your dearness wIth tbe
new beitone Phantom°Id.
People won't notice yon
wear a be•ring aid. Mita
coupon today for FREE
booklet that tells all the
manna facts.

* WORN PARTS REPLACED
WITH GENUINE FORD PARTS
MONO-PAC
Ono-Wilt Hearing Aid

* AVAILABLE FOR IMNIEDIATE
DELIVERY

FRESII-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders

parearso

OIL

Al/TOMAT/C

NEATERS

We pay postage

INSTALLED IN YOUR (AR OR TRUCK

O. A. Roland

Price Includes Clutch Exchange, Labor and Oil

2031 Jefferson
Phone 4946
Paducah, Ky.
FREE BOOK -

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
208 1.ake St

Phone 1

I
I

I
I

COUPON

Etcnone Hearing Service
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
'nesse send me valuable FREE Elooklet
about DEAFNESS AND HOW TO

$149.50
(If old block is not cracked

Genuine Ford Batteries $14.95 Exchange (Lowest discount to Garages.)

J. V. CASH MOTOR CO.

OVERCOME IT.

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
.•

Name
Addresa
Town

State

FULTON

PHONE 42

latember 23, 1949

Friday, September 23, 1949
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MRS. MADDOX
FETES THURSDAY
BRIDGE CLUB

s of

1. 1165
:y

SEPTEMBER
;HANGED TO
)URTH
C, 7:30 P. M.

two guests, Mrs. Frank Brady
and Mrs. Bertes Pigue enjoyed
the afternoon of contract. Mrs,
Mrs. C. L. Maddox entertained Don Hill received high score
The members of the Thursday af- prize.
ternoon bridge club at her home
A delectable sandwich plate
on Eddings street.
was served at the close of the
Seven regular members and
games. Members playing were
Mesdames: Hill, N. T. Morse,
Felix Gossum, Rupert Stilley, B.
O. Copeland and A. B. Roberts.

;E HALL:
FLOOR
PAPERED WITH
THESE PATTERNS

Queen

FIGURE YOUR OWN
INSURANCE REFUND

ANN GODFREY
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
Miss Ann Godfrey entertained
the members of her bridge club
and one guest, Mrs. Thomas
Maddox Thursday - flight at
home on Jefferson street.
Mrs. Thomas Mahan was high
scorer for the evening and Mrs.
Fred Homra, second high.

THEY'RE

fair-priced
guaranteed

:e to win
prizes!

Ai the conclusion of the games
the hostess served a lovely salad
plate and coca-colas. Members
playing were: Mrs. Mahan, Mrs.
Homra, Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs.
Ethel Merman, well known
Joe Treas, Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., musical comedy star, brings her
Mrs. Clyde Hill, Mrs. J. A. Poe, talent for humor to the radio
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Mrs. Mor-1 audience on her WLW-NBC progan Omar, Mrs. C. Williams, Jr.! gram "The Ethel Merman Show,"
Sundays at 9:30 p.m., EST.
SOUTH FULTON P.-T.A.
HONORS TEACHERS
ing for the Center. ON SEPTEBER 15
The South Fulton P.-T.A. had
The Annual Day was discussed
its first meeting of the year and and will be held in the First
a pot luck supper Thursday night Christian Church in Hickman. It
September 15 at the school.
was decided that reservations
for lunch vein be $1.00 per plate.
The supper was in honor of the
new teachers and teachers of the
Two contests were enjoyed, the
past years. A lovely supper was "Poison Penny" and "Dr. I. Q."
served _to between seventy five led by leader, Mrs. Percy King.
and one hundred. The new teach- The song, "My Old Kentucky
ers were introduced to the group. Home," was led by Mrs. Harold
Pewitt.
Following the supper the business meeting WaS held, with Mrs.
During the social hour the
Bill Smith, chairman, presiding. hostesses served ice
cream.
Mr. Mack Burrow, principal,
made a talk on the new equip- sandwiches and cold drinks to
25 members, Mrs. Bertha Mcment needed for the school.
A new membership drive is to Leod, Home Demonstration Agent '
be held with Mrs. Herman Owen two visitors, Mrs. Howard Hil- '
as chairman. The next meeting
am, a new member, and Mrs.
will be Thursday October 13 at
Fred Brady, who has transferred I
the school.
from the Hickman Club

Below is the table for the formula or calculations of amounts
to be paid nearly 16,000,000 veterans in the special National
Service Life Insurance dividend:
The column at the right is the
dividend per $1,000 of insurance for each month in force
prior to anniversary date in
1948.
Age at issue
40 and under
$ 55
41
.52
42
.49
43
.46
44
.43
45
.40
46
.37
47
.34
48
.31
49
.28
50
.25
51
.24
52
.23
53
.22
54
.21
55 and over
.20
The maximum possible amount
that any veteran can receive will
be $528.00. Other payments based
on age groups will run to lesser
amounts. The dividend will be
paid on both term and converted
insurance policies and will be
paid only for the period that the

policy was in force prior to the
policy anniversary date in 1948.
Remember, applications must
be filed. Pay.ments will not start
until January, 1950.
For further information write
the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board, 1504 W. Broadway St., Louisville, Ky.

—a—We Handle
t)

FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Joyce Unice, Cor.
Mrs. O. E. Myers spent the
past week with her daughter and
son-in-law in Nashville.
Mrs. John Tanner is on the sick
list.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison, Billie and Gene and Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Cruce spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. L,es Cruce.
Mrs. L. G. Hutchison spent
Saturday night with her sister,
Mrs. Mary Underwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers
and. daughter, Ruth Ann, were
Sunday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hardy and
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Wade visited
Robert Wade Thursday night.
Barbara Jane and Stockton
Adkins went to Jackson, Friday.
Mrs. Hugh D. Adkins entertained her daughter, Kay, with
a birthday party Wednesday.
Those present were: Clara Eudy,
Martha Lou Owen, Louise Crittondon and Dorothy Lou McCollum.

TAYLOR'S

De?en
ndiatle,
Good Quality
FuLT1
0
0N
9 CHURCA0
SN
T.
E 1.83

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Aznbulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc

FOR MORE EGGS

Attention Farmers:

leed

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal WGrd Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

EGG MASH

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

SWIFT AND COMPANY

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

East State Line

Fulton, Ky.

•••

[
.mninne.....-monnammionffinteel

e'mac

Mc2eod
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A144

U. Cyr el the rue -

.8 Ford Sedans, equipped
aspic Air" Heater, OverSidewall Fires.

FIREBALL PUN.FOR-ALL

every Thursday on Tukvisuas

From Tbe Home Demonstra
ion Agent From Fulton Co

AtoTivar

•
-,trZ111111

I to Lett loupe
)ptroaol)

Homemakers
The Palestine
Club met Friday afternoon in the
home of Mrs. William McClanahan, with Mesdames Lon Brown
and Mrs. John Verhine as cohostesses.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Percy King, reading Luke
10th Chapter 25-27, verses and
leading the members in repeating the Lord's Prayer.
Because of the illness of the
Richard
vice-president,
Mrs.
Mobley. Mrs. Glynn Bard attended and gave a report of the Advisory Council, giving the "Goals
for the New Year," one of which
was for members to attend meetings more often.
Oct. 4 was the time appointed
to meet and clean the Community Center, and to also hang
new drapes.
State dues of 10c per member
were collected.
Leader Mrs.
Clothing
The
Charles Wright, gave an interesting lesson on clothing guide
posts for fall and winter.
Mrs. Harold Pewitt gave a report of prices for a floor cover-

Model F-5, V-8 engine,
58-inch wheelbase FORD
scl with Radio and "Magi•
top 5 ef th• 25 car win.
k on Contest Entry Blank.

V000 ar.
4/CS BONDS
$/00 ar.
80NOS
41NGS 80NOS

wev6s &Has

it,

SEE and HEAR OLSEN and JORNSONIS

Get your Entry Blank!

CO,.

sleep
losing
who's
Guess
over this one?
ya K

S OCT. 31

can reach, gives you straight-eight performance for less than many sixes?

tional at modest extra cost—all these are
wanted things others just can't overlook.

For a generation these have been the same
three cars, unchallenged for position simply
because they were lowest priced.

Truth is, this one sets a lot of standards
that are going to be hard to match.

So why not do the obvious thing and go
see the car that's causing sleepless nights
in Detroit?

But take a look at the beauty pictured here
and ask yourself:
flow would you like to sell against it, with
its wealth of Buick features?

pressed

and
item dry cleaned
attention. Your
quality
PARISIAN gets high
cleaned
longer when
clothes stay fresher
cleantop-top dry
PARISIAN. Call 14 for
by

Every

ing service.

How would you like to compete with it
when it wears a price tag any new-car buyer

This styling is certainly something to start
other designers tossing in their sleep.
This handy size—a dream in traffic, yet generous in interior room—is a "must" for
cars yet to come.
The lift of high-pressure Fireball power—
the level-going comfort of the Buick ride
—the luxury of Dynaflow Drive, here op-

Study its smartness, test its room and corn,fort, try its handliq, note the precise figures
of its delivered pikes.
You can do all that on a singie trip to your
Buick dealer's—and make your selection of
a wide choice of equipment and colors at the
same time

LiMiM430111000111011109SIMMESMargMfMi===.&.'70e,

TEN-STR1KE!

SPECIALLY NOW

Onla Buiek SPECIAL has all theme Features!
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE • MORE ROOM FOR THE MONEY • DYNAFLOW
DRIVE ophonal at extra cod • JET-UNE STYLING • NON-LOCKING BUMPERGUARD GRILLES • HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE • COIL
SPRINGING All AROUND • LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON SAFETY-RIDE RIMS •
GREATER mangy FORE AND AFT • SELF-LOOCING LUGGAGE LIDS • STEADYRIDING TORQUE-ME DRIVE • THREE SMART MODELS WITH BODY ItY FISHER

7mrmgraftumem:newrawAr..

•

dp/
411
7

1,aundry & Dry Cleaners

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

ettf°

Whys* better automobiles are b!.:$11 BUICK trill build th,r,

Iuns In HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Netwod, every Monday eventng.

PARISIAN

GREATER VALUE

the
years, folks have talked
three" in the car business.
F"low-priced
R

about

-GOOOD CLEANING
TEA/4
FINE PRESSING,
PARISIA.NI
UP AT

0

Fulton, Kentucky
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FOR RENT: A building located
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
in Sedalia, Ky. 32 ft. x 70 ft.;
$124.95
jnodels,
and automatic
for cafe or grocery
suitable
service.
and
and up. Sales
Also, a livestock farm with 12
201,
Phone
Electric,
Bennett
acres of tobacco base. Farm on
Fulton, Ky.
paved highway, school and
BUY—SELL—hIRE—RENT
milk routes. See Connie Dyer,
FOR SALE: Eight piece oak dinwith an economical classified
Sedalia, KY.
Consisting of six
suit.
net
ad in this coluirm, read each
chairs, table, and buffet. ExSmall used
week throughout the Fulton
Furniture. 207 Church WANTED TO BUY:
change
heaters; used sewing machine;
trade area. No other method
street.
Darreaches so many for so little.
used pianos; furniture.
nell Furniture Company. 108
WE REPAIR, rebuild or make
First Insertion 3c per word
1395.
Paschall street. Phone
(minimum, 50c)
any kind of woodwork; frames
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
Each Succeeding Insertionr/ac
installed while
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake AUTO GLASS
per word.
you wait. Satisfaction guaranstreet extension, Fulton.
teed. Fulton Paint and Glass
We will be glad to help you
Co. Phone 909.
prepare your ad at our office; I SHARPEN DISC blades, mowor mail it in with the money.
er blades, any kind of edged WANTED: Clean cotton rags. no
All classified ads are cash in
tools; Repair clocks, sewing
buttons. 10c per pound. Fuladvance.
machines, lawn mowers, gas
ton News Office.
motors, guns of any kind and
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
numerous other things.
FOR SALE: One motor bike, and
rear
Located
Holland.
Leonard
pow114•40•4040•••••••••••••••••••
2 horse
/
outboard motor, 31
of Laird-Gossum welding shop,
er. Phone 370 or 1177-J.
Datronize our Advertisers!
Fulton.
SECOND HAND clothes; assortBruce
bargains.
line;
ed
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension, Fulton.

CLASSIFIED ADS

WHY WAIT?

on you
until winter's early darkness slips up
HOME,
YOUR
IN
WS
CHECK THE WINDO
OFFICE, BUSINESS AND AUTOMOBILE
AND CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Phone 909

Free Pick-up and Delivery Service.

We are now buying

SWEET POTATOES
We also store your potatoes; all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.
Crates and Hampers available now.
We Will Pick Up Your Potatoes.
B. K. BOYD, Manager

Phone 1249

Ft111,,r,

All-Types
Oilg-,Coal-Wood
HEATERS

Exchange Furniture Co.
PHONE 35

2117 CHURCH ST.

INIIMI=11111•111=1=1111111111111111116.

HAVE
0RUNNING WATER
ON YOUR
FARM

CITY COAL COMPANY

PER 1000 GALLONSi

Alfalfa
Oats, Barley, Wheat
Balboa Rye
... Rye Grass... Fescue ; Crimson, Ladino, Red
Sweet Clovers; Vetch, Red Top and
Orchard Grass

1

WE ARE RUNNING 2 SHELLERS—Quick Unloading

Increased Production Pays the first Cost!
15 Y.
Farmers resort up to 17% increase in egg production
increase in milk and beef production and 50 V. increase in garden production on farms equipped with running water. Many
have paid for their water systems with these extra earnings!
Models For Any Installation!
Don't worry about a system to fit your particulor needs.
Regardless of your present water supply .. . your local Cooperative Service Agency has the pump and equipment to
do the job you wont. Stop by today;

SOUTHERN STATfS
FULTON COOPERATIVE
I '

SI.

rolton

Phone 399

A perennial for the pig -tall
crowd! The little ladies love this
doll-like dantiness and pert-styling.

We are now dealers for We Are Equipped To
Clean All Kinds Of

HANNA'S PAINTS

and oils, turpentine,
brushes

FIELD SEEDS
! •
Archmaker
Poll-Parrot
! This
helps good posture today and
, good foot health tomorrow for
young girls or boys.

Another popular style for schoolage girls. Pre-tested for wear,
for fit and for style.

We Also

$15.00
$17.50
$16.75
$19.95
$42.50
$34.50

Phone 164

FOR SALE: Litteton seed wheal
Clean. Ready to sow. Neal
ward.

3c per 1000 gallons!

Bouncy as a breeze . .. sharp as
a whistle . . that's our goodlookin g new crepe-sole mocasin.

$39.50
$34.50
•
$32.50
$15.00
$14.75
$20.00

4th St. Furniture Store

NOW you can have Funning water in your
home ... in your barn and poultry hoioses
for only pennies-a-day operating costs. Imagine having all this
clean fresh water you want at your fingertips ... all for only

•

_
WE WANT TO BUY YOUR CORN
Highest Market Prices!

Good Values In

225 East 4th

School days are here Come in
today for these pre-tested girls'
school shoes.

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING!

New Coal Heaters
FOR ONLY 3c

$2.98 TO $5.95
According to Size and Style

Fair weather or foul, your IAD.
dren will have no footwear problems with this dependable Am.
For girls.

Used Heaters

2-eye laundry heater
4-eye laundry heater ...
Rex Oak, small size
Rex Oak, large size
Progress hot blast, lge
Wilson oak heater

In Stock! AA to D Widths

PHONE- 51

Phone 1267

5-room circulator
4-room circulator
Wilson oak heater, used
only two weeks
Hot blast heater
1-room Oak heater
Franklin Heater

BOYS AND GIRLS

Immediate Delivery

KING MOTOR CO.
111 Carr Street

Poll Parrot

FERTILIZERS

A REALLY big value RYTEX
double check printed stationery on sale during September
and double the usual quantity
at usual price. Also informals
on sale during September.
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE

reconditioned and guaranteed:
'29 Model A Tudor
450
.
$175
'35 Chevrolet 4-dr.
9275 1
'37 Dodge Two-door
$395 1
'38 Dodge 4-door
(reconditioned'46 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetmaster;
910951
radio and heater
'47 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetlinei
$1195 ,
radio and heater ...
'47 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetmaster
$1195
radio and heater
USED
GOOD
THESE
SEE
CARS before you buy.

—Buy

SHOES FOR

Used Cars
See Us For Your Needs!

quality and penny-wise
prices make them rate
an A-plus with Mom

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

FOR SALE: Seven registered
pointer bird dog pups. Papers
to be furnished. See Barney
Speight. Phone 1220-J-1.

See The New

Poll-Parrot shoes!
Their long lasting

PHOSPHATE

ATTENTION Farmers and Lurnberman. We are now in the '
market for several th-ousand
all white Split Hickory Handle
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
inches long by 2 inches square.
See us now for grades and
prices. Will also buy all white
Hickory logs, 42" long. Clinton Hickory Handle Blank Div.
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co.,
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
Leo Wheatley, manager.

Chrysler..and Plymouth now on
display at the King Motor Co.
We have for sale the following:'

At the head of the class
. . . that's where smart
children put goodlooking, superb-fitting

and Dad, too.

QUALITY APPLES FOR SALE:
Paducah, Fall Beauty and Jonathan: other varieties later
and through the season. Letcher A. Watkins, Crutchfield,
Ky. '

FOR SALE: 1934 Oldsmobile
coupe good condition. $200 cash.
Phone 470. Fulton, Ky.

Stove Boards, Pipe,
Elbows, and Supplies

&aid

Bekvie

20% GRANULATED

CALL ELIZABETH WARD, 1167
for Christmas Cards, plain or
imprinted, wrapping, and everyday greeting cards. I do
embroidery.

Gordon,Somors & Butts
Walnut Street

ROBERTS STORE

FOR SALE: One oil circulator.
Complete with 200 galtons tank
and stand. For immediate sale
Herschel Kimbel. Phone
1299-W-3.
FOR SALE: Charis garments all
in one or girdles and bras.
Mrs. Vernon Roby. Phone
1290-W.
FOR SALE— Golden Delicious,
Gano and Stayman winesap
apples. Prices 50c, $1, $2 Blue
Wing Orchard, B. O. Finch,
Prop. 1-4 mile south of Mt.
Mariah Church.
---

CHAS. W. BURROW

GRIND AND MIX
Youz Own Feeds As
Vou Want Them.

SURGE MILKING MACHINES IN STOCK
Installed In Four Hours.

WEEDTOBACCO
PLANT BEDS
W/TH

AE110

yanamid

•

•

GRANULAR

•LEAST EXPENSIVE METHOD
•ONLY ONE
MATERIAL TO USE
•SUPPLIES
ABUNDANT NITROGEN
•PRODUCES STRONGER
HEALTHIER PLANTS

Bring your young man in today
to try on this pre-tested school
oxford. Nationally advertised.

•TRANSPLANTS
GROW-OFF RAPIDLY

EASY TO HOW
EASY TO APPLY
FOR WEED-FREE
PLANT BEDS
/anemia
C
WAY
ME

anklehigh-top
Youngsters'
health shoe, available either in
plain or moccasin toe.

$2.98 TO $5.95
According to Size and Style

REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC pCTIONEER

METAL ROOFING, ASPHALT SHINGLES

Office Over City National Bank I
Phone 61

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
LIST OR BUY WITH US!

This good-looking, superb-fitting
boys' shoe goes to the head of
the class! Oxford or 'high top.

Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
PHONES 602-603

Pre-tested by zgrai boys and girls I
... for wear, iRle and fit. Bring
your youngsters in, today!

Roberts Store
422 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

